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To some extent, we can imagine that emotion corresponds to 

value, when a specific value is attached to a S (lecture 1-5) 

Cognition is more related to information processing, 

irrespective of emotion (6-9) 

How cognition can change the value of S (10) 
 

But we have strong interaction between these 2! 

This chapter focuses on emotion, how a specific value is assigned to a S, whereby the stimulus 

becomes emotional, compare to a neutral S 

0.1 Introduction  

• “Everybody knows what an emotion is, until asked to give a definition . Then , it seems , no one 

knows” Nobody agrees on this. 

• Surprised is an emotion that’s neither positive or negative, it can be positive if you win 

the lottery or negative if you get hit by a car , the specific value you give on a surprised 

face is what you feel right now 

On the vertical axe: the ratings of the pp (You see huge 

variability )(ratings on this face ->) 

Horizontal axe: brain activity. 

 correlation between amygdala activation and the 

amount of negativity seen in the face  

 
Pp who see the face negative, activate the amygdala to the 

negative face. But for the pp who see the exact same face to be neutral/positive, there’s no 

amygdala activation. Amygdala important for emo processing. Indeed a variability across subjects, 

only part of the subjects assign negative value to the face. Emo is not given always, it strongly 

depends on how you evaluate a situation 

• “Emotions are caused by evaluations of events or people in relation to concerns/goals.” 

− This evaluation is based on external or internal features provided by the S 

− The evaluation is also made in the relation with goal or norms/concerns 

 this is why we see a huge interindividual variability 
S → link →R 

• Emotion is this brain process/mental process, that allows you to have a magical link between specific S-properties 
(external, -/+ emo, surprise) and specific Response tendencies (internal)(action, approach, avoid) 
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Emotions are triggered by specific events/stimuli? By mood the connection 

with the trigger is less clear, emotion depends on the trigger, there needs 

to be a specific event, with mood this is not the case 

Specific response tendency (action) 

- fear: clear flee reaction (is specific, emotion is specific) 

- mood: less pronounced response tendencies (no clear cut action pattern) 

emotions are really short, triggered rapidly, vanished also quickly after 

onset 

Mood last longer than a trigger (days/months) 
 

Emotions are more intense 
 

0.1.1 The three levels of analysis  
 

 
In this lecture, we’re mainly going to focus on the first 2 

levels 

 
 
 
 

Evaluation is the key! 

Left part, we see the trigger. Emotion only 

elicited when there’s a trigger 

Then we have appraisal. We assume that 

there’s an evaluation going on. Across the 

different models, there’s not much 

agreement on the specifics. 

Then we have the 3 differentiations after 

the appraisal. Differentiation in reaction 

on the emotion and so on. In this level 

there’s agreement.  

After this we can label the emotion. Level of representation. Emotion is able to change cognition here. 

In this lecture we’re going to focus on the elicitation and one of the differentiations (motor 

expression in the face) 

We see a lot of variability, but now we’re going to focus on the features that are similar for humans. 
3 classes of theories/models. These names are important 

 
 
 
 
 

2 theories: one predict A is bigger than B, and 

the other theory predicts that B is bigger than 

A. But in psychology it’s not that black and 

white (The blue one is not going to be 

mentioned in this lecture) 

Very little overlap between basic emotion and psychological construct 

1. Ekman, Izard, 2. James, schachter, singer, Russel, barret, 3. 
Arnold, lazarus, Scherer 

Basic emo theo, popular when behaviourism was dominating, then 
constructivist theory came out and this happened in area of 
constructivism, last in area of cognitivism with appraisal model 
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But the appraisal is connecting the red and the green. Sometimes there will shared ideas between 

the 3 theories. 

0.2 Basic emotion theory  

• Affect program theory 

Module that allows to bind certain stimulus 

properties with specific response tendencies 

Happens according Ekman this happens 

automatically 

- Stimulus/trigger 

- unspecific appraisal 

- the appraisal leads to the affect program (key in de 

model), you are born with this and this also sits in 

animals, this affect program is innate, quick, and 

allows you to discriminate emotion from non emo 

and the different basic emotions and will start a 

response 

- then a specific action tendency, physiological 

responses and feeling will be elicited. 

- then you can introspect an assign a name to the 

emotion 

Categorical organization, each emotion has a specific 

neuronal network 

Each emotion has/is a different module and those do not 

overlap 

The physiology is the different for each emotion 

An emotion is something with a brief duration and a 

quick onset. This is shared with other mammals. We 

share the same affect programs with other primates 

(evolution) 

According to Ekman we’re born with a set of emotions, we share this with other mammals and with 

all humans. According to him We use 6 basic emo to organize affect program, 6 dimensions, for all of 

them we have innate automatic modular reactions, when you see them, you don’t need to think 

twice, you activate affect program and corresponding program will be auto processed 

• 6 basic emotions + neutral (or 7? Contempt, but lot of discussion) 

 
We see that the motor expression is really different. This is 

distinctive, unique proproteins. This is the key for Ekman 

These are the key ones for affect program. Surprise and 

fear have similarity’s, according to him this might be cause 

surprise was there first before fear. Was needed to detect. 

Later this was associated with fear for danger. 

• Categorial perception (not specific for emo, also valid for language perception)

Categorial perception: You create S with lot of variation, faces vary in 
intensity, you go from neutral to anger. You create continua. You ask 
pp to say what emo they see. You see in the behaviour that they don’t 
process little changes in face, we have category’s, intensity in the face 
doesn’t matter cause even 10% happy, you need to press happiness 
button, affect program will just fire. Pp use category’s, change in emo 
matters for pp, intensity not. 
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• Facial Action coding System (FACS) 

 
The action units are important! 

The way muscles change is not random. This is defined by specific groups of muscles that react in a very 

synchronized way. According to Ekman it’s possible to identify 44 action units. No 1 on 1 mapping between 

action units and muscles. 

We’re able to use specific groups of muscles; and those groups of muscles are able to use specific 

action units. When we assemble these action units, we create emotions 

 
What is fear according to Ekman? Activation of AU 1, 2,4 ,5, 7, 

20 (26)(you don’t need to know the numbers) 

Then we will see a fearful face expression 
                 An emotion is summarized by the sum of action units at the same time. 
      According to Ekman, when one of the action units is missing, it’s not an 
emotion anymore. Paul Ekman trains people to learn real emo from fake emo. 

You can also find these AU in primates. They use the same action units as human. We’re born with affect program 
and share it with others animals. This support this theory. 

• Ekman & Friesen 

− People in other cultures (that don’t have contact with the our 

culture), have the same 6 basic emotions 

− Members of the Fore linguistic cultural group of the South East 

Highlands of New Guinea 

− He gave them sentences, and then gave them 3 pictures and 

they had to show the correct emotion of the sentence. 

− Happiness: His (her) friends have come, and he (she) is happy., with this sentence they pointed at the 
happy face. 

− Sadness: His (her) child (mother) has died, and he (she) feels very sad. with this sentence they pointed at 
the sad face. 

Combining the 

different units 

into emotions 

Key finding for basic emo theory: how to demonstrate we have this in the 
lab? Show that people use categories. We should see in pp behavior that 
they rely on the 6 basic emo. 
We rely on categories to analyze the incoming input and label it. We’re not 
going to use the intensity of the emotion, we’re going to use what’s common 
despite the little variation in the way the emotions are expressed 
When someone is really happy, this is going to be very clear from the facial 
expression, but when a person is less happy, this is going to be less clear 
from the expression. BUT this do not matter, in both cases you system is able 
to recognize happiness. When the affect program sees happiness, it will fire 
happiness, no matter how happy you are. This is also what happens in these 
experiments. Irrespective of the variation of intensity, the pp tend to 
recognize the categories, their behavior doesn’t change from the intensity of 
emotion in the face, it only change from the different category’s, not 
intensity. We have perception in categories. 10% happy and 100% happy are 
just put in the same category. Paul Ekman also believes this. 

The different action units 
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They have replicated this study, and shown 
them faces with emotions from different 
cultures. A western man saw Western face in 
one block, and Asian face in another. 
Reversed by the Asian person. No matter the 
type of face, they both recognize the basic 
emotions. But…People in Asia make 
confusions with fear and disgust faces(in 
western and Asian faces), they make more 
confusions with those emotions then US 

people cause probably in Asia this is shown differently. Asians don’t look at the same locations in the face as western 
people. So there are small cultural differences.  

20 muscles in the face that don’t overlap. Their unique combination will yield a 
specific emotion. 

Action units and muscles in your face are not the same. One muscle can be 
responsible for several action units. More action units then muscles in the face 

The ones in blue rectangles are really important 

Zygomaticus(close to the mouth): smiling,  

happiness  

Frontalis/corrugator supercilia: frowning/ - 

emotions, related to anger 

Close to the eye we have the orbicularis occuli  with 

one part above and the other below your eye,  we 

can control this and have action unit 5 above eye 

and 6 below, you can activate them, depending how  

used with the others, it will be a specific emo or not 

Smiling for Ekman is not equal to being happy cause 

being happy is smiling in combination with other 

muscle activations
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Primary motor cortex controls what is going on in your face, fire the muscles in your brain according to 
the motor cortex. A command is released From motor cortex to the brain stem, and there we have 
facial nerves to the face and neck and that’s how you can control the muscles. Cause motor cortex is 
active on demand. This system is also influenced by the viscera. 
Amygdala is able to influence activity in the primary motor cortex. The primary motor cortex that sends 
an comment changing what is going on in the spinal cord and face. 
Based on the motor cortex and physiology, we see a distinct between the upper and lower part of the 
face. There are different cortical spinal paths. This is way you can move the zygomaticus irrespective of 
the corrugator. Different parts are controlling upper and lower parts. Motor cortex regions are 
influenced by the amygdala, it projects to the motor cortex. And this will change your face. Just 
changing your face or doing it with this loop is different. If you do things on command, there is no 
visceral input, so no emotion. 
You have the normal cortical spinal track: primary motor cortex  spinal cord  periphery 
(face) 

 

Probably in the primary motor cortex directly, the place where the comment is elicited, there’s already the 

input of the viscera. At this level you can already have specific change (emotional reactions). Path from the 

viscera  primary motor cortex and therefor changing the descending cortical spinal track to the face.  

That’s why there’s a dissociation between the upper and lower faces lesions. Ekman took this in 

account and has different action units for the lower and upper part. 

 

 

 

 

 

• Facial Electro-myography (EMG) 

You won’t always see the activation of the AU with 

your eyes. 

Movie clips shown to pp: face from neutral to emotional 

expression. PP had to look passively to the faces 

At the same time EMG was recorded. 

Clearly see a dissociation, the corrugator fires with – 

Emotion and the zygomaticus doesn’t activate, and 

zygomaticus fires whit a + emotional face, Corrugator 

gets repressed by + emotions 

We can detect suppressed emotion by measuring with EMG 

Ekman trained people to express the correct emotions. (actors) 

Better at expressing and recognizing emotional expressions, he did facial action coding training 
with police officers and they could detect lairs more often. 

 

• Duchenne or not Duchenne smile Real or fake?  
Zygomaticus major + orbicularis oculi (ogen die samen trekken), or only Zygomaticus? 

Good news, from the behavioural perspective, we can code action units.  
You’re put in front of a pc and you learn how to recognize action units in face. 
Then in real world you can identify this in people and know if there is an 
emotion there. This is one way, we can also: 
Record the muscles in the face, cause so we can measure our action unit 
activity. Advantage: even subthreshold we can measure emotion, you don’t 
need to see/have the full expression, 10% of happiness can be measured too. 

− When you really smile, the zygomaticus and other AU are activated (region close to the eye, orbicularis) 
, the Duchene fake smile only activates the mouth muscles, so the zygomaticus only. 
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• Bubbles (bubble technique)(as experimenter you 
can choose which places to mask, this is called 
bubbles 

 
The AU (action units) have been confirmed. 

Experimenters used bubbles that people could still see. Then 
        They looked at when people were able to recognize an 
emotion,       then reverse engineering it to (the right pictures) which 
shows        them exactly what people use. 

When you combine the face with certain filters, 

you see a degraded face. This stimuli is shown to 

the PP and they have to say which emotion you 

see 

You can see which features pp are using to 

recognize the emotion 

Evidence that we don’t use the whole face to identify an emotion. 
This Technik shows that it’s not random, you see people look at certain regions to know which emotion is 
shown. 

• Function, Other action units are used in the 2 faces. You have an emotional reaction for a specific goal.  

− Fear increases sensory processing! Large opening of the eye. Can assume this happens 

because we need additional info 

 function is to increase sensory processing 

− Disgust lowers it. The opposite, we want as less incoming info as possible, we also close our nose 

 function is to lower sensory processing 

For these two the emotional face is difference, cause the emotions have different functions 

 

 
Emotions are universal. Replicating the results from 

Ekman. 

Caucasian: saw a Caucasian face and a Asian face 

The other way around for the Asian pp 

 
Mean recognition is high. Irrespective of the culture, 

we can recognize the emotion 

 

BUT there are also cross cultural differences!! 
 
 

Eye tracking: 

For specific emotion (fear, disgust), there were subtle 

differences 

They have seen in lab studies that in disgust, your visual field closes and nose holes 
close to get less air into those. In fear, eyes open and nose holes also so there comes 
more air in yourself. 
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B. Weaknesses 

 

• Theory linked with a specific method (FACS), you have tools to check if the theory holds 

• Clear hypotheses formulated, clear predictions are made (cf. modularity ), theo says that baby’s already show 
these emotions, interindividual difference doesn’t matter cause we all use same affect program 

• Enhanced validity, cause Ekman could employ this in many domains (actors, police to detect layers) 

• Cross-cultural and cross species approach 

• Differences are noise 
 

• Developed mostly with/for (static ) facial expressions at the highest intensity, full blown happy and so, but we 
seldom come across these full blown emotions in real life. This is a problem. 

• Problems with complex emotions , or blend emotions: “ 

“proud ”; “embarrassed ”;” confused ”… (this is 

overlooked by Ekman) these are real emotions but don’t 

corresponds to any basic emotions 

• Based on artificial facial expressions (“apex”/full blown ; 100% angry or happy) 

• Innate and automaticity criteria are debated, maybe some emotions are innate(born with), and some we need 
to learn (like fear as example (just an example)) 

0.3 Constructivist emotion theory  

• Posed as reaction to basic emo theo, you construct emotion 

• Evaluation not based on affect problem, but on core effect. Russel and Baret are on the forefront of this theo. 

• Dimension theory: what drives evaluation is the core effect = what allows to evaluate the S or not 
 

 
 
 
 
 

the next level (feelings, introspect)  

 

Evaluation of the S, this evaluation happens along 2 

key dimensions 

- valence: - to + 

- arousal: low to high 

= core effect, allows to categorize and after that moves to 

 

one axe captures arousal, and the other 

valence. Each basic emotion of Ekman can be 

located on this bidimensional model, you can 

summarize the 6 emo onto two axes. It’s 

possible to map/locate all basic emotions 

onto two critical dimensions: valance and 

arousal 

You can do this also with words (instead of 

only faces (Ekman)) 

A. Strengths   

0.2.1 Strength & weaknesses 

This model can explain the variability, you can bring 
the 6 emo into 2 dimensions, each basic emo seems to 
be the combination of 2 dimensions 

Instead of assuming we have 6 modules, we assume 
that there’s core effect. Shared between pp and 
cultures. Allows to assign specific value to the S 

In this theory, you can see interindividual differences in people, 

it’s central, cause the core effect can differ from person to person 
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This also connects to action tendencies. This theory also 

assumes that there is a specific link between stimuli and 

response tendencies 

This link in no longer created by 6 different modules, but 

created by valence and arousal. The critical points of 

info are these two axes. Not 6 different emotions 

receptors. 

 
 
 

are 2 axes enough to capture the variability? 

Dominance vs submissive , third axe, 

recently come up with 

Your ability to control your emotions, is you ‘suffer’ 

from this emotion or not? 

Then you can find difference between fear and anger 

(both – valence and high arousal) they would occupy 

the same position in the space, which is not good. 

That’s why they can be discriminated by the third dimension. Fear is more dominant, anger is submissive. 

You can see it in the picture above, you can see the differentiation in the colors of the balls. When angry you 

don’t have control (dominance) on your emotion cause you do things radically and that’s submissive, in fear 

you have more control so that’s dominant, so that’s how these two can be separated now. 

• Self-assessment Manikin (SAM) 

method: to measure core effect, nonverbal tool to measure these 3 axes, these 
three dimensions. You see a movie, and you need to show  3 line of puppets 
and then the people need to show how they feel by grading the puppets on the 
three lines. This can be used by everyone, patients, children,… 

 
 
 
 
 

You can map each emotion with these 3 dimensions 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There’s evidence that there is no correlation between arousal 

and valence.  

Use the SAM tools. The ratings are lacking correlation 

between these 2. So this provides evidence for the 

two different dimensions. And thus for constr emo theo 

 

 This theory is also validated using words. Looked at emotional 
words across different languages/cultures. Ask pp to rate these 
words. The ratings are similar across cultures, and can be put also 
into two dimensions. irrespective of your native language. 

According to Ekman you have 6 categories, but you can map these along two 
axes, it’s an easier, better, economic model, we want to use a model that uses 
less to explain things 
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B. Weaknesses  

 

• Simple theory plus method (SAM)  

• Clear hypotheses formulated, we can make clear predictions about how emo processing happens 

• Well supported (by various empirical data) 

• Works equally well for non-verbal as verbal information(Ekman theo is based on face, this is limitation) 

• Inter individual (+ inter cultural ) differences considered, core effect is something you construct and this varies 
 

• Definition of arousal ” is often unspecified physiological ? Subjective ? peripheral ? central ? 

phasic ? It’s poorly defined, it happens everywhere 

• Orthogonality of two main dimensions, they happen independent but some studies found corr so maybe there 
is a relation  

• More dimensions (cf. dominance ) and order of dimensions, include them or not? Cause two dimensions has 
it’s limitations 

0.4 Appraisal theory (Scherer)  

• Appraisal theory, FROM S to R, appraisal is in between them 

Complex cognitive evaluation of the 

S.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

key in this model is the sequence. Appraisal 

is not 1 thing. The S is analyzed according to 

specific dimensions in a specific order. You 

can test the order. In which order it occurs 

1. Relevance 

2. Implication 

3. Coping 

4. Normative significance: is the emotional 

S in line with my standards or norms and 

values, is it acceptable or not? 
 
 
You have an Ex/internal trigger/event, the first appraisal check is the relevance, the event is going to be assessed in type of relevance. 
Most important check, this happens in 3 steps. 1. Is it novel? 2. Valence inserted 3. Goal relevance(is this event in line with my goal?). 
Second pillar/ appraisal check is related to the implication, this is where motivation steps in. Is the S important to you or not? For 
instance maybe not cause its – valence and goal disturbing. Third appraisal check is the coping, little related to dominance. Can you deal 
with it or not? Running is little coping, grabbing spider is high coping, fourth appraisal check is normative significance, you’re going to 
check If this whole situation aligned with your norms and value’s, is it something that’s acceptable or not? We should find evidence 
about the order of appraisal checks, can be checked with physiology or looking at the face,… all accessible along the way, not only at 
end 
 

Multi-level appraisal with 4 checks. 

Strengths
nog (no 

A. 

0.3.1 Strength & weaknesses 

In this theory, memory is really important cause novelty checks if you 
have already experienced it, then you assign + or – valence, which is 
novel or not, then check If it’s in line with your goal.  
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Strengths A. 

0.4.1 Strength & weaknesses 

B. Weaknesses 

Can we asses change in the AU (Ekman) according 

to the sequence? 

Use artificial faces, where they could manipulate 

the AU 

There seemed to be indeed a fixed order. An emotion unfolds 
using a sequence in the face. 

 
 
 

 
 

 

AU gets activated as specific time, depending 

on which dimension of the model is 

considered. Found evidence for appraisal 

theory, found the sequence, other studies 

failed to replicate this,  

 

• appraisal (evaluatie) dissected, you get to know what cognitive process goes on, we have reference to 
cognitive processes like attention, motivation,… 

• can explain dynamic changing effects 

• sequence is really important => time course, unfolding in time checks, dynamic 

• subject specific & situation specific effects, this theory can explain interindividual differences, the way the 
appraisals are realized can really depend on your own make up 

• link to motivation /goals 

• complex emotions 

 

• the sequence makes it hard to test it (in lab conditions) 

• “fixed ” sequence (novelty precedes valence & goal?) 

• not very well supported by the existing data (focus on theory /model rather than data) physical evidence is less 
strong then the other theories. 

People looked at dynamic faces that changed, they looked at 
AU activated at specific time points, they stopped in the 
sequence and asked what the pp could tell about the face. They 
used an avatar to manipulate carefully the AU in the face.  

Conclusions, all theories assume a trigger and for emo we have subjective feelings, change in physio level and changes in 
the face, where they differ is what happens early on following the trigger. In affect program you have 6 layers they are 
modular, activate all or non and no way you can activate 2. Construct: you have core effect, unspecified appraisal check 
in beginning, you then move to 2 dimensions that assign things to the S. 3. You have a specific order that will lead to 
feelings.  
What can we predict/assume cause of these theory’s? Look at summary table on next page! 
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0.5 Conclusions (look page before)  

1. Chapter: Attention and Cognition  

• Is attention rather a process or a mechanism? 

= process 

It means that this process makes use of specific mechanisms 

You can also consider a phenomenon in 3 different levels (F = specific process, A= underlying 

mechanism that gives rise to the process and I) 

Attention is an active process whereby selection of information can happen and this is done by the 

specific mechanism gain-control 

Gain- control= specific info get prioritized at the cost of other information that’s actually suppressed 

 competition between different bits of information 

Attention select the information that is important for further processing and what should be ignored 

at that given time= process 

We have systems that bias this competition between important and non-important information  

attention is a solution to solve this competition 

 

• Based on many research, attention really is a key for multiple processes 

• Psychological Refractory Period (PRP)?  
Bottle neck in information processing. The incoming information is much richer than what we 

1.1.1. Biased-Competition 

1.1. Introduction 

actually can process at the given time 
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Too many stimuli, selection occurs whereby specific stimuli are not processed 

− EXAMPLE: show multiple stimuli in rapid succession (opvolging) 

Focus on the RT in SOA: if the 

second stimuli is shown rapidly 

after the first one, there is an 

increase in RT for the Second S. 

Why? Because of the bottle neck, 

we need additional time to 

buffer the stimulus, before we 

can fully process the next stimuli. There is a specific cost in RT if the SOA is short, cause then your first 
processing the first one, when you see the second S you are still busy with that. We can’t process all info at 
once, we need time, we have a limited capacity. We can’t process too much info at the same time = PRP 

Reaction time increases as a function of the length of the stimulus onset asynchrony = PRP 

The mechanism is gain-control 

• Competition–Selection-Bottleneck 

The input we get is often rich with a lot of info available. 

The problem is with the output level/ decision making 

stage, the output is limited. 

We can not activate multiple reactions, we usually 

activate 1 response at the time. 

We need a bottleneck where only certain info gets through/prioritized at cost of the irrelevant 

and based on specific features. This is called ATTENTION. 

Attention is an active process whereby relevant bits of information can be kept and 

suppression irrelevant. Rich input with attention goes to simple output. In the input there is 

competition between S, in the bottle neck, attention is used to choose which ones we process. 

• Metaphor to capture the bottle neck effect: 

A. Zoomlens: 

We apply a specific filter, because we have a capacity problem. We can not deal with the full 

stimuli property. We need to select and remove. We can zoom in and out to allow 

information to enter. 

B. Spotlight 

You shed light on the relevant information you want to select. The info you don’t want (for 

the task, irrelevant), you put in the dark 

Increasing revolution for the info that’s relevant. Resolution gets better 

Lower resolution for unattended info 

 those 2 metaphors don’t exclude each other 

• Where is the filter operating?  
Says Is this filter operating early on (eye-level, thalamus) 

 

 
Says Up to certain level (quite advanced), 

many info compete with one another, before a 

selection takes place  late processing, the 

input is rich, we process it all and only at a late 

stage, we select. 

Currently little evidence for early filtering driven by 

emotion 

 

But the locus is still on debate. Depending on the task you use ore the effect you 
want to examine you can assume that this filter is either operating early on or later 

 filter is dynamic  fixed location 

Broadbent and treisman are psychologist who have argued for Broadbend early filter or Treisman late 

attenuation, the models differ in the locus where the filter works. 
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• 2 consequences of filter (“gain control”) 

1. Enhancement of attended stimulus (win) 

2. Suppression of unattended stimulus (cost=info that’s deleted) 

 these 2 mechanisms are really important for emotions. We can’t suppress emotion S 

easily, because emotions has these value that are linked to action tendency. Therefore, even 

though this emotion S is irrelevant for the task at hence, we have a hard time to suppress it. 

Therefore the bottle neck is biased 

 what you not enhance is at the cost of the information you 

suppress  This is nicely demonstrated in the neurophysiology (brain 

activity) 

What’s going on when the relevant info is selected 

and the irrelevant suppressed 

Record brain activity (cells in the visual cortex) in 

monkeys. The behavior of the cell was changing in 

function of the attention. 

 
Monkeys did a simple task (Posner task): a cue 

(flower), wait a little bit, move the eyes where the object is shown and ignore the irrelevant 

stimulus (the mug). The monkey is trained to move his eye to the object he has been cued, 

so first he sees flower, then nothing and then flower and mug and he needs to move his 

eyes to the flower and not the mug. Matching task. 

Centre figure: in this experiment the cells which are recording only respond to flowers 

(category specific). First trial: monkey gazed at flower. Second trial: monkey gazed at mug. 

We see if you record from a flower specific cell, there is rapidly increased activation of this 

category specific cell, it’s going to fire a lot. At the same time there’s a suppression of the 

category cell that is not attended. 2 events going on. This can only be explained by a biased 

competition, whereby somehow there is signal send to the cell to fire more if the stimulus is 

relevant and a signal to the cell to stop firing for the irrelevant cell. 

How do we know it’s a competition and not only an amplification for the 

relevant cell? 

Answer: third figure. Only when there I competition between stimuli 

(flower and mug), you see a decrease in the activation (dashed line) for 

the mug-cell categories. But when you only see a flower, the activity in 

the mug-cell does not change (thin line) 

there is a system whereby a competition is achieved and there is sort of 

a winning situation for the object that should be selected by the monkey. At cost for the 
object that’s not attended. (=gain control) Those effects happen very early after the S onset, 100 ms after it, not a late effect, very early on if there is 

competition there’s already a gain control whereby if the target object competes with the destructor there is a suppression effect, something happening 

1.1.2. Dual-system (dissociation): stimulus driven VS goal directed  

• Biased competition theory 

2 classes of competition: top-down and bottom-up 

Bottom-up: stimuli are organized because specific properties in 

the S capture attention (salience) 

Top-down: driven by goal (by memories) 

These 2 interact with each other (do not exclude each other) 

EXAMPLE: You are doing a task, goal-driven. Suddenly there’s a 

loud noise. You switch to stimulus-directed attention.  The BU 

and TD mechanisms sort the input together.
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Most time of the day, we use the top-down. We have goals 

(intention, desire) and act accordingly. We select S that are 

compatible with the goal. Stimuli that are incompatible with 

the goal are suppressed. 

In the brain: There must be a mechanism that organize which 

stimuli are selected. T-D and B-U are driven by other 

mechanisms. Frontal and parietal cortex. 2 non overlapping 

systems. Depending on the task or situation, we use ether 

one or the other.  

1. Orange: Bottom-up: ventral 

2. Blue: top-down: dorsal. Most used 

 balance between 2 systems 
These two systems can influence each other, when you have a goal, you use Ips and FEF, but when there’s a fire suddenly, 
the TPJ and VFC takes over. If something happens in the environment, you switch to the orange system, from goal directed 
to stimulus driven. System is asymmetrical. 

Hemifacial neglect(patient with lesions (both blue and orange part need to be damages) mostly at the right side of your 
brain, this means that the circuit breaker will probably be in the right side of the brain) spatial attention disorder where 
you’re unable.  
to attend stimuli, you can’t give you attention to S. Ignore important stimuli for the task.  

  C. Does emotion bias the competition?  

Yes, but different effect found an often they are task specific, they depend on how you manipulate emotion, and 
what you ask in the task. 

Attention is a process with 2 effects selecting and suppressing  this happens through gain-process 

(driven by salience and goal) 

Is emotion bottom-up or top-down? = difficult 

problem This is going to be explained below 

1.2. Applications/ Paradigms                                                                                     

1.2.1. Emotional Stroop  

• Was first used as attention task, but you examine cognitive 

control, not attention. But there is still attention involved 

• Upper-left: original Stroop test. Color naming, is 

interfered with word naming. So that’s why you make 

mistakes and it takes longer to name the color, cause of 

interference. 

• Lower-left: emotional Stroop test. Some words carry a 

emotion value. Delay in naming color if the meaning of the 

word is + or –, pp are slower to say red when there’s a – value of 

a word, and not when there’s a neutral word(spoon), they can 

ignore the non emotional word. The affective meaning of the 

word, effects your telling of the color. 

• Upper-right(counting Stroop task): alternative. Instead of naming color, you have the name 

the amount (how many times) of the word, how many times you saw the word. There’s 

interference when the word is a number. 

• Lower-right: emotional alternative. Slower with emotional words 

Compare neutral with + and – words. Core effect is conflict. Systematic 

slowing down for + and – word. Interfering of the emotional meaning of 

the word. There are two signals being activating a response, you both 
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want to response red 

and green, cognitive 

control is your effect 

to call the right 

response. This is 

affected by emotion. 

You can recall these words better 

Interpretation: 

Construction: larger RT for emotional S. Arousal. You get aroused by these + or – words, best model to explain this 
is arousal, this interferes with color naming 

You measure Cognitive control (congruence, response selection) rather 

than attention (selection). Attention is not the primary cause of the 

effect, so Stroop tasks to measure attention is wrong!!  

In emotional Stroop tasks, arousal (which comes from words with + or – 

value) interferes with the colour’s name.  

 

1.2.2. Visual Search  
In visual search there’s a parallel we can draw, we can show two families of emo effects during visual search 

• Spatial attention, with competing stimuli 

• Two emotional effects found: 

1. Search (top-down) (emotion/value can bias the way you search info in the environment) 

2. Capture (bottom-up) (stimulus driven, orange regions, the fact that emo captures attention) 

A. Search (T-D)  

• “you’re going to the supermarket that you know. You want to buy coffee. Because you know the 

place, you know where you can find the coffee. You’re going to suppress info that’s not 

compatible with the goal. You select S you need to find the coffee. “ 

• This process can be divided in different stages 

A. Prepare visual system to search the specific item. General goal you activate in your memory (you bv know 
how the package looks) 

B. Guidance: accumulation of information, goal driven, bv they switched the place of coffee, you can 
accumulate new information to find the new place 

C. Select: select the shelf where the coffee is placed. On the shelf you’re going to locate the 

specific coffee brand 

D. Close the loop where you have found the coffee, identification 
 

• In which stage plays emotion a role? It happens in a late stage (selection/identification) 

Zoom in on selection stage, experiment in lab where warehouse is recreated 
This stage is going to be eased or more difficult depending on competition of the distractor 

− Only 2 or 3 coffee brand available, selection is going to be really fast an optimal  
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low competition 

− Big choice available, package looks similar. Selection is going to be really challenging. Remove 

the 24 brands you don’t want to select 

− 2 effects: 

a. Top: single features search which discriminate the target 

from the distractor. Your brand is red, all the others are blue. 

Selection almost automatic, efficient and quick, this is not 

influenced by the number off distractors cause he’s the odd 

one out. This is parallel search. Pre-attentive 

b. Below: color, shape and other features are similar. You 

actually search, it costs time. Conjunction of features, 

attentive, serial, It takes more time to search for the 

item cause it shares features with the distractor items, 

the larger the crowd (distractors), the slower the 

search cause you need to search the items individual. 

Number of items, Relation between target and distractor (= search efficient), the searches are really 
context dependent, your search efficiency depends on many things, not only on the complexity of things, 
cause C is more complex then B, but still C is easier cause of context. In A, the 2 is the most difficult to find 
cause it looks so much like the others, this research has been done to see how thing work bottom up to 
top down 

 2 factors 

a. No competition. You find it really fast 

b. You need to go one by one to find it 

c. Visual complex, but search efficiency is much better 

than in b 

 constant blue line, you can use as extra info 

d. Really difficult to find the cross. Lot of overlap 

• We can find 2 kinds of effect (parallel VS serial) 

− Pre-attentive effect (dash line at the bottom): 

where irrespective(ongeacht) of the number of 

items in the display your search is going to be 

really fast. You can have as many distractors you 

want. You’re going to find the target automatic 

because it’s doesn’t share features with the 

distractors. No specific cost associate with 

increasing with the number of distractions 

shown in the display (completely parallel) 

= exception 

− The full line condition is the rule. Where we see a monotonic increase in RT when we 

increase the number of distractors. The target and distractor share features, this slows 

down search. 

− Dash line at the top: No target in the display even thought you’re asked to find one. Process 

is really serial; you need to go one by one, it takes a lot of time to realize it’s not in the 

display, this is called serial exhaustive(target absent) search. You need to go over one by 

one before realizing it’s not there. 

• Researches have used emotional stimuli, can we find an automatic pre-attentive effect? 

Conclusion: is there a difference when you compare them with 

neutral S? Is the search facilitated? Yes, but facilitation is not 

compatible with automatic/ pre-attentive effect! 
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If you increase the number of sad faces (A), the search time 

increase/efficiency decreases. This finding is more compatible with serial search instead of 

parallel search what was predicted 

• Review: they gave specific labels to properties/features. We have attributes which undoubtedly 

triggers pre-attentive search (quick & efficient search)(color, motion, orientation and size are 

quickly triggered in differences and found, their automatic and fast)(already a bias in guidance, 

guidance will pick this up)(in picture below, the more you go to the right, the less likely it is 

biased in guidance and more likely biased on a later stage of search TD). 

More complex attributes like faces and motions, probably an attribute which do not lead to 

automatic search. Serial non-automatic search according to this research, it’s less efficient, 

you needs more time (to see sad face between neutral faces) 

 

• Face in the crowd: anger superiority effect 

Angry/negative stimuli are faster detected/selected than other neutral 

stimuli 

Sort of gain associate with anger: anger is a very important 

basic emotion (Ekman). Therefor when anger is shown, your 

visual system is biased and select these stimuli very fast. Even 

though it is not compatible with the pre-attentive effect, it’s 

just that your search is biased (probably at the stage of 

selection) , if there’s one happy face in a big crowd, it doesn’t  

matter how big the crowd is, you will find it relatively quick, efficient, it doesn’t matter how many distractors 
there are, this is not the case if there’s an angry crowd where you need to find a happy face.  There, the more 
distractors there are, the longer search time you’ll have. If you have happy crowd and asked to find sad face, 
and there is non, no matter how many distractors there are, you’ll find it  quick. If this is reversed, the amount 
of distractors does matter and the more distractors, the longer it takes till you find out there’s  no happy face. 

Main manipulation: amount of stimuli. Larger display, more time needed to search. They 

switched between happy face as target and angry face as target. There’s gain, search time is 

quicker for angry face compared to happy face 

Angry face surrounded by neutral faces, you’re quicker compared to an angry faces 

surrounded by happy face. If you flip the faces, you see the angry superiority effect disappears. So this 
effect is not only done by the low level property’s, it also has to do something with facial expressions. 
But maybe it’s cause of low level property’s cause angry face has a V shape cause of the eyebrows, 
maybe it’s cause of that. 

Smiley is a face  complex S, non-automatic search 

BUT; it has also orientation, shape…  undoubtable attributes + features (mouth, eyes…) 

Your visual system is able to catch these properties which guide therefor the selection of the 

target 

− Angular V shapes VS round O shapes 
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V shapes are often associate with – emotions (evolution theory) 

(if you have to the reversed V shape in a V crowd, you find it 

slower than the reverse condition)  

O shapes, very rare associated with + emotions 

V shape surrounded by O shapes, you’re quicker to select the V, compared to the 

reversed condition.  

So we’re probably not dealing in angry face effect with face properties who create this effect, but more bottom up low level 
effect will create this effect (prob attributes instead of prob non attribute (picture with the BU to TD)) cause of the V in 
eyebrows 

• Face in the crowd: happy superiority effect 

You need complex stimuli (real faces). Benefit to detect happy face surrounded by neutral real 

faces or angry faces, you detect happy face quicker. 

• This search also depends on personal dispositions of the pp. Do similar experiment with 

Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) to Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PD) and control group 

Visuals search (especially to - S) is increased. When there’s a –(negative) stimuli displayed 

they have a larger benefit. The difference between – and + or neutral stimuli is larger for GAD 

and PD than for the control group. They have a goal to search – stimuli because these stimuli 

are compatible with their mood 

• Interim conclusions: (more at play then only a low level perceptual fact, also depend on state and 

trait)(unlikely that anger/happy superiority effect change guidance, size contrast and motion change guidance, 
maybe at the selection time emotion can play a role. Effect emotion has is late and is probably happening in 

the selection and identification stage, not at the level of guidance) 

1. External validity is very high, in the lab you can recreate real life conditions cause visual search always 
happens 

2. No “pop out” effect (not “pre-attentive”) 

3. Facilitation of negative emotion(anger) on search 
4. Could arise from interaction effect between low-level features and emotion, rather than 
emotion alone 

5. Influence of state and trait 
6. Effect of emotion in the selection or identification stages? This is probably the case 

B. Capture (B-U)  

•  “You’re again at the supermarket with the goal to buy coffee. You know what coffee is, you 

know the location. But suddenly the fire alarm goes of. This is a very salience stimulus. Not 

task related. You’re going to change priority, run or search accumulating evidence that 

something is going on”, you look around you to process new information, you change 

your goal. You run for the exit. This can be reproduces in the lab this effect. 

• Value-driven attentional capture(fear) 

− Training phase: aversive conditioning 

before 

Green: safe, no shocks delivered  

Red = electric shock or loud noise, 

something negative. 

Use them in search task, but they’re 

the distractor. No longer relevant for the task 

Phase 2: asked to detect + symbol(single tone, feature different from the rest). Distractor can be safe-
related or threat-related. The distractor is related to what you’ve learned.  

a. Results: you see a conflict whereby there is a systematic huge cost associated with target No 
distractor: really quick in selecting the target 

selection in the presence of the stimulus that’s fear related. 

There is a conflict cause something salient (red) turns up 

and might change your goal. You don’t see such cost when 

the distractor stimulus is safe 
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b. Distractor (green): large cost associate with target processing 

Monotonic increase depending on the value of the stimulus 

On feedback level of red S, participant starts to slow down when 

there is a negative fear distractor.  Cause the S is salient and 

that’s why they lose time. 

CS- =  green S, CS+ = red S 

− You don’t need a fear conditioning phase before the real experiment 

− Eye-movements instead of RT. You can really track where the fixation is going 

No distractor: pp most of the time directly gaze at the target 

CS+/- (CS is present): pp first gaze at the distractor before they go to the target, the gaze at distractor is 
larger when you have a CS+ (red S) then a CS – (green S) 

− People have a hard time ignoring the distractor, cause it’s important to them. Eye-

movement: saccade latency (calculate the speed at which the eye movement is triggered). 

Why is this important: if we find the 

effect very early, it means that the value of the stimulus is processed 

early on. 

CS+: especially for the first stimulus. Likelihood to go to the distractor is 

really high. Capture is present. The guidance, accumulating info, at this 

level there’s already bias driven by 

the value 
At a later stage, this effect starts going under control. They can 
Start to regulate.  

- Study not in here: Before 2 ms, their eye is  
- Going to the target, but the movement levitates to the distractor before 

going 
- Back to the target. In a later latency you see a reversed effect, their gaze 

moves 
- Away from the distractor. If we look at the eye behaviour saccade, we 

see effect of this capture. 
- Eyes are going to tend to look at the distractor location first 

− Why is this interesting: it shows a early guidance effect 

driven by (-)emotion. Really fast effect 

Info goes from retina and is distributed in 2 parallel 

routes. Route A: retina -> thalamus (Ign and 

occipital are part of that)->… they will process 

color, cross, the visual S 

Route B: subcortical route (via amygdale) for quick 

emotional information, via superior colliculus, and 

this region has map of visual field. And does the 

eye movements. If you give electric shocks to it in 

animals, their eyes start moving rapidly. The info 

in this route, the meaning is quickly distracted and 

used to guide route A. Superior colliculus is linked 

with frontal regions, which is linked to attention, 

moving attention. When there’s red, sup cor will 

send effect to amygdala to say something 

important is going on. This talks to occipital and 

they talk to each other and then decide where to 

focus. Amygdala can talk back to pulvinar and sup 

If you compare the 3 different conditions: 
Participants slow down when you have a distractor. If the distractor is a CS+, you’ll be the slowest 
There is a monotonic effect, from no distractor being the fastest. To CS-, to then CS+ 
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coll to then move eyes. 

 

• Value-driven attentional capture (reward) 

This effect is not specific for – emotion, it’s also found for reward (approach motivational) 

Reward-related associations. Pp come to do a task, Specific shape gets a reward. Next 

stage, this shape was a distractor, not task relevant, and one that was task relevant, a 

new one. 

Results: + stimulus is going to grab your attention automatically and slow down the search and 

identification 

− Distractors with high value (paired with lot of reward before), distractors with low value 

(paired with low reward) and neutral stimulus not paired with reward. 

RT speed increases if the S uses a distractor with a reward related value → high cost 

Even if we train, we always have a systematic capture when there is a reward related 

distractor in the display. Training time doesn’t matter, amount of trails doesn’t 

matter and even a month from the training, you’re still going to be distracted 

This effect is related to working memory capacity 

People with high WMC (can store a lot of S ) show 

very little capture. (and the reverse is found for 

people with low WMC and that can’t store a lot of S, 

they will have more capture, more conflict and need 

to process the info longer and so have more effect) 

Amygdala not only for negative valence, also for 

value. Value means arousal (reward or threat related) 

Effect also depends on cognitive control, you need 

capacity’s to do that, the the higher the working mem 

cap. You can process 

more info and 

overcome the effect. 

Attention and cognitive 

control work together. 

High cor between value 

driven attention 

capture and visual 

working memory 

capture 

dia 51), daarna via wooclap zit er een exam soort question in 
We have visual information flowing from retina to lgn (lateral genical nucleus) into the 
occitipal cortex, this is 70 % of the visual input, but 30% also goes from the retina to the 
super colliculus, pulvinar and amygdala. How can we explain the fact that this effect 
holds for reward besides fear, we can explain this cause we also have the basal ganglia 
there, which are a set a nucli which are mostly reward related. Striatum in them has lot 
of dopamine in them that is connected to reward and motivation. When you have 
reward, your reward neurons in basic ganglia fire. Edenic structure in your brain, it is 
connected to your amygdala, but also to the other system and can therefor 
guide/amplify sensory processing in the occipital cortex. With this model you can explain 

why capture can be found for – and + S. This effect is not emotional, but motivational, cause something is important to you 
cause of motivation. 
Visual-driven-attention capture can be explained by more than one theory: goal condifindness is maybe what drives 
capture, (constructivism) maybe cause arousal drives the effect 

• Cognitive processes implicated in visual search 
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When we use value based stimuli as distractor in the visual search, we see 

that the guidance probably the stage during which the emotion can 

change attention selection, change in  guidance causes capture effect 

Guidance is this process where your visual system accumulates info about 

target location, distractor location and you accumulate this evidence, 

guidance can be biased, if there is a CS+ it is quickly processed and is 

going to change activity in occipital cortex (favor distractor instead of 

target)  

• Visual search in space 

− Attention is not always about space, we can also allocate attention in 

time. A situation where attention has no competing stimulus shown at 

the same time BUT a stream of stimuli 

− Complex display, composed of many items, where 1 is task-relevant. 

You can play with the location of the target 

− Conditioning: CS+, pp have a hard time finding the stimulus target. This 

cost was equally strong with reward as with threat related stimuli (this 

effect is early and automatic, value driven effect. No way to control it 

easily) 

• Visual search: Conclusions 

1. External validity immensely, cause it corresponds super good with real life 
2. Two effects of emotion: Search vs. Capture, they are different 
3. Search effect is probably post-perceptual/late stage, more found with – emo but can also be found with + 

emo 
4. Late stage More consistently found with negative than positive emotion 
5. Capture is early and perceptual( via guidance?), cause the way information is sampled is what is changed by 

motivation or emotion. + and – emo show it both equally strong 
6. Capture works equally well with positive emotion(reward) and threat (negative emotion) 

1.2.3. Attentional Blink  
- Attentional blink measures PRP 

• 2 other families of tasks which can be used to study effects of emotion and attention (attentional 

blink & dot probe) 

How emotion can guide attention & what can we conclude based on this (effect early/ late, B- 

U/T-D) 

• Attention shift in time (not space) -> temporal attention= location is 

constant, x axes is time 

• Attention, sometimes we have gains (+)(selection can be done easily), 

once selection is don there’s a cost (selection is really difficult) (-)for a 

little while before you can recover and can take in new stimuli… and so 

on, you have peeks and dips in time. 

• RSVP=Rapid Serial Visual Presentation 

EXPERIMENT 1: 

Trial 1: only neutral word: 2 words are shown close to each other. 

“Tapijt” is hardly visible, bc it follows “Bureau” closely (time lack in 

between). This is attentional blink. Attention engage on bureau, we have a sort of limitation of 

attention, you allocate attention there, you are busy processing “Bureau”, you can’t see the 

couple of next words because the bottle neck is closed. This is called attentional blink, cause 

you need to take some time before you can capture again. Trial 2: second green word is 

aversive word -> we have gain, somehow can contract this cost. Arousal stimulus, pp can see 
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the second green word. Even though the bottle neck is probably is probably closed. So your 

attentional blink is shorter cause of the aversive word. It contracts the blink. So Hitler should 

be processed to larger instinct and reduce the effect of blink. 

EXPERIMENT 2: you swap the neutral and aversive stimuli. Bc the first S is emotional, pp have an 

even harder time processing the second target. Your attention is really allocated to T1. = cost 

EXPERIMENT 3: when AB was first discovered, they looked at the effect 

with neutral S (letters, numbers) 

Content of the S are shown centrally. pp had to detect 2 letters. If the gap 

is short(short interval), pp are going to miss the second letter often. If the 

gap is long(longer interval), pp are going to report more accurately. 

2 lines = 2 targets 

T1= ceiling, pp have no difficulties (dash line) 

T2= performance drops significantly if the time between t1 and t2 is short 

Short time between 2 letters -> mostly not able to detect t2 (cost). There’s a 

drop in performance (40% accuracy). If you increase 

the time, pp recover from this blink and report now 

accurately. How to explain this cost: attention is allocated to the 

first target, when you find t1 it leads to refractory period (not able 

to process new info) 

boost & bounce  

The blink can be moduled by attention, and the boost and bounce model. At top row you see individual S, each of them 
elicit activity in your visual cortex, enter retinal one by one, you see them so to speak, because the task is to select a letter, 
when the letter pops up you allocate attention in a top down manner cause it is the goal/task. Frontal and parietal cortex 
amplify the signal, you boost. But this has a cost, when the second target comes, you bounce and there are little resources 
to accommodate the second target and you miss it most of the time. This effect is an interaction between bottom up and 
top down. You amplify fist S, but this causes you to pull less weight to second S and miss it, this works if you have a short 
lag, if you have a longer lag this won’t be a problem anymore. 

 
 
 

a. Bottom-Up guidance of attention: the green color = salience, this pops out. Attention can 

easily allocated to this stimulus (how many green target stimuli saw you) 

b. Top-Down guidance of attention: semantic meaning, this requires energy sources. Excessive 

allocational/ attentional T1 which results in a drop of national selection for the second 

target = attentional blink (what’s the meaning of these words) 

• Emotion-Induced attentional Blink 

We see a strong influence of attention allocation in time when we use emotional aversive stimuli. 

This effect seems to be driven mostly by the arousal nature/value of the stimulus instead of the 

valence 

EXPERIMENT: you see complex images, you have to detect whether one of the images is flipped 

(RSVP) 90°. Before target onset you show a neutral or emotional stimulus. Is S is emotional you 

create a blink (by emotional distractor), whereby the target is going to be missed more often 

than in the control condition. Cause you boost emo S and bounce over target 

Cost of emotion(arousal) on temporal attention. They compared 2 lags. 

Blink is created by emo S. (time between 2 target stimuli). Lag 8 (8 pictures 

between emo S and target S): people do well, even with a emotional S 

(performance is at ceiling). If you have 2 lags (only 2 distractors), there is a 

sharp drop of performance when distraction stimulus is emotional. Cause 

you create bottleneck effect on emo S. 

• Model to explain this effect 

2 competing process: 
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Cost of emotion for temporal tension 

You can create a cost or a gain (above was cost) 

• You have to detect colorful words, pp will show benefit if t2 is emotional, even though the 2 

targets are shown rapidly after each other = GAIN (of emotion on temporal attention), it will 

somehow overcome the bottle neck. Which is driven by attention. This would be not the case 

if y2 was a neutral word 

This effect is not driven by valance, you can also replace t2 with words like love. The effect would 

be the same. The effect is driven by high arousal! 

You have to have seen T1, cause otherwise you won’t have attentional blink. So the data will 

always say T2 is not seen if T1 is seen. T1 has to be seen. If you have T1 neutral, and T2 also 

neutral, than you blink, when T2 is emotional, you blink less. Emotionality of S goes via amygdala 

and boosts attention even though you would have to blink. Reduction of the blink, when there is 

emotional arousal used as T2. - & + arousal better (almost no blink) then – or + word (little blink), 

better then neutral T2 word. Depending on your emotional state, this effect will change. Some 

people will never blink, and some will show large blinks always. 

• The effect is not limited to verbal S, faces also works 

EXPERIMENT: rapidly show faces on after the other (RSVP), pp needed to detect an emotional 

face (fearful/ happy) + pp needed to detect if there was a non-face S. (2 tasks) 

Anxiety level of pp was also measured. If you’re already in a specific active state, the effect will 

be larger (in particular if you’re already in a – state). This means that the effect is not purely B-U. 

If you only need to detect the flower, this is easy and you have a ceiling performance. But 

decrease of accuracy when you do the dual risk. When you also need to detect t2, huge 

difference between fearful face (gain) and happy face(pp miss the t2).  Gain for fearful face 

instead of happy face. Less blink by negative emotion.  This when you have high anxiety. This is a 

different effect than for low anxiety people. Then fearful face and happy face will have the same 

blink. So change depends of the affective state of the PP. 

SUMMARY: Allocation of attention in time is challenging and with the attentional blink task we can 

measure this. We can see that we have a bottle neck in information processing whereby targets are 

shown rapidly the one after the other to detect 2 targets. If the second target is emotional (arousing 

related) we can see a gain whereby this bottleneck can be slightly overcome and the second target 

can enter the bottleneck. 

This effect is to some extend determined by affective variable: state of the pp -> complex interaction 

whereby they’re going to detect t2 better compared to pp who are not in the same affective state. 
New experiment 

• Before each trial pp were shown specific stimuli (+,-, neutral). After the RSVP pp were asked to 

record those stimuli (so remember it) (working memory task above RSVP) 

• You can reduce the attentional blink by adding a WM task (needing to remember a S before 

the task). You can somehow overcome the bottleneck. WMT has emotion material, 

remember – or + S. You can help detecting t2.(is counteractive). PP can report the second 

number very well except when there is a short interval between t1 and T2, but when you 

ask people to store a S in working memory before the task, they do better, you load the 

system, you expect this creates cost on attention, but you actually create benefits. The 

blink is counteracted most by positive emotion.  

How can we this explain this? 

People have better/control more automatic attention during t1 bc they are distracting away from 

it bc the brain is busy remembering the WM task. Pp divide attention. This working memory load 

makes it such that 
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actually while they process the RSVP their temporal attention is allocated in a more optimal way. 

This is way they can detect t2(+or-). Drop of blink decreases in term. By dividing attention, you 

have benefit on attentional blink, it is reduced more for positive attention cause there you 

broaden you view instead when you need to remember a negative S, it narrows your view. you 

allocate too much on T1 and miss T2,when you are distracted/ dividing attention, you won’t give 

too much attention to T1 so you will be able to see T2 

  A. Attentional blink (dip of attention when you select 2 S in different time): conclusion 

1. Related to temporal attention 
2. Two effects reported: gain(reduction of AB) ifT2 is emotional but cost(enhanced AB effect) ifT1 is 
emotional 
3. Top-down influence as cause of it? By selecting first green word, and processing that, you miss second 
4. Arousal rather than valence as determinant of it 
5. Inefficient allocation of attention, vc you really tag into this bottleneck. The targets are really 
shown rapidly the one after the other. (probably at the selection stage), you allocate to much 
on T1 and miss T2, when you are distracted/ dividing attention, you won’t give too much 
attention to T1 so you will be able to see T2 
6. Can be “restored” by emotion and/or distraction 

1.2.4. Cueing task(consists of unilateral cue)/dot probe(biliteral display is used, you create 
competition between two locations and pp need to select one) We go back to 
special attention, shift attention in space, ignore distractor.  

• Spatial attention Posner cueing task (exogenous attention) 
 

*Unpredictive cue (cf. target 

location) 

*Bottom-up 

*Valid vs. Invalid trials 

The cue could either facilitate or 

interfere with target detection. Posner invented validity 

effect: (lack of) compatibility between the location of 

the cue and the location of the target. In the picture 

there is compatibility (valid trial). There’s no actual 

relationship predict compatibility of the cue! The cue is 

not informative about the target location. You 

manipulate the cue coming before the target, here you 

change the brightness. Valid trail: compatibility with 

location of the cue (no attention should be given to 

that) and the location of the targert. We find cueing 

effect, object is found better when on the same 

location, a cue was used, you facilitate selection of 

attention. 

RESULTS OF PONSER TASK: (orientating & inhibition of return) 

Line with triangles: cue always in the center 

CUED= valid trial 

UNCUED= invalid trial. You see that the effect swaps depending on the target-interval. Short interval: 

pp are quicker for the cue location (full lack line, valid trail) than for the uncued location (invalid trail). 

If the interval time increases, the 2 lines swap, pp become slower for the cued location compared with 

the invalid location, so then faster for the invalid trail when there is more interval time 

Explain: 

= inhibition of return, pp start to inhibit the cue location, that’s why theirs is cost to detect the target(only when you have a 

long interval), when there is a cued location, your going to explore that location. After exploring that you will 

explore other regions, so they disengage from the cued location, you inhibit that location so it takes some time to 

go back there, that’s why invalid trail for short interval times react slower cause they first focused on cued 

location, but when inhibited, their faster for longer intervals cause your attention is searching the other way 

cause you have inhibited your cued place. This is reversed for valid trails. 
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= orienting, when you have a short interval and a benefit facilitation to detect the target at the cue location 

A. Orienting  

• Complex cue (emotional S)+ neutral -> short time interval -> target 

• Pp have to teel whether the stripe is vertical or horizontal 

• The relation between cue and target is manipulated. In this condition 

the fearful face is replaced by the target. If emotion captures attention, 

pp should do the task better than when a neutral face is replaced by the 

target. 

“Valid” if line bar replaced emotional face. & “Invalid” if line bar replaced neutral face 

• Exogenous 
*Short SOA 
*Random 
*Non predictive (face does not predict the target) 
*Task irrelevant 

• Pp could not use low level properties. Zo we can be really sure that only emotions drive the 
effect. We took the size, luminance and spatial frequency to be controlled that these don’t have 

an effect. 

• RESULTS: fear valid: when the line replaced the fearful face, pp are 
the best to detect it. Also little gain for happy valid. For both we find 
a benefit (orienting effect) 
Main effect: whenever there’s a fearful face compared a happy face 

pp are on average better 

  B. Inhibition of return  

• Long interval between cue and target. This time the cuing task comes with      
emotional S. Pp start to inhibit cue location. 

• Pp needed to find a specific dot. Manipulating time between cue and target 

• Short time interval: faster to process the dot at valid (cue is shown on the 

same side) condition compared to the invalid (cue shown on opposite side) 

condition = general effect (systematic gain in RT for valid locations) 

Invalid location there’s a RT cost. We don’t find any effect for emotion 

(orientating), you don’t go faster or slower for emotional things. At the time of the cue, 
your attention goes to the cue, you select that location, and cause you are already there, 
if the dot appears in the same location, you process it faster. For inhibition of return: way 
longer interval for inhibition of return, cause you need some time between cue and target 
to create inhibition of return effect. You’re better to process the cue at the other side 
cause on your first location, you checked that out and you inhibit that location and move attention to the 
other side. 

• The 3 right graphs: faster RT for invalid compared to valid. 

High anxious pp don’t show Inhibition Of Return, mostly expressed for 

emotional stimuli. Cause they stay at the location. Cause they hold 

attention where emotion is (cue), they cannot disengage of emotion, 

that’s why they lack inhibition of return. For neutral S, high anxious pp 

show IOR. They don’t show a cost. 

Explain: they can’t move their attention away from this location 

• Depending on what you measure, you can find 2 different effect 

a. Emotion (fear) can facilitate orienting (short interval) 

b. Inhibition of return can be blocked if pp is anxious (long interval, disengagement) 
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  C. Cuing/ Dot probe: conclusion  

1) Spatial attention 

2) Different component can be measured(e.g. engaging & orienting vs. disengagement & moving away) 

3) Fear facilitates orienting(bottom-up?) general gain for fear. 

− Consequence of attentional selection. Using a cueing task you can look at the shift of 

attention and the effect of those shifts on behavior. If the target is on the valid location, you 

have RT facilitation increasing the accuracy. 

− Fear produces gain at the visual perceptual level. 

− A cue -> specific target: target was made of gabor patch( ), pp needed to detect the one 

that was tilted of the four. 2 types of cues (neutral/ emotional) and cue normal/inverted. 

− Increase or decrease the contrast of the gabor patch to make the task easier or more 

difficult. 

− RESULTS: 

Increase contrast, accuracy rises. Difference between fearful and 

neutral face. Whenever at the cue level a fearful face was used, pp 

actually needed less contrast to perform the task (gain, less input to 

process the target. As if your attention was drawn at the location) 

Trade off in this effect: depends of-n the content of the target. If the target has low special 

frequency, you have this gain. If you change the target and give it high spatial frequencies 

(more details) you see that there is a cost at the fearful face. 

− Model; we assume that the visual input is processed, 

depending on 2 streams in your brain. Magno(LSF) vs. Parvo- 

cellular(HSF) visual processing. Magno(low spatial) is quicker 

than HFS (high spatial). Emotional parts of the brain react mostly to magno path (amygdala) 

a. Enhanced resolution (contrast effect) 

b. Tradeoff between low level properties and attention 

c. Driven by low spatial frequency information/ magnocellular 

4) Anxiety delays disengagement (top-down?), increases disengagement, they get stuck, especially if it’s negative 

5) Caveat: poor reliability of the dot probe task for those effects 

6) Attention bias modification(ABM) based on dot probe or cueing leads to mixed results, you can teach patient 
to move attention faster away for negative S, It teaches them to disengage quicker from negative S in life. 

1.3. General Conclusion  

1. Few commonalities between the three different paradigms(visual search, AB and cueing). Each of 
the tasks are measuring other aspects. There’s no generalization possible 

2. This limits generalizability across them regarding the influence of emotion on attention 
3. Often arousal(not valence) appears to be the driving effect (common ground for the 3 tasks), whenever 

something arousal is shown, it distracts us from selection (att blink this can be seen) 
4. Often is the effect post-perceptual (top-down). In the AB and VS we assume there is an interaction 
between b-u and t-d 
5. Sometimes, real bottom-up guidance of attention found: “value-based capture” (visual search) and 

facilitated orienting with fear(cueing task)  
6. Alternative model needed compared to the classical bottom-up vs. top-down control of attention 

=> priority map, value and associations 

− Biased competition theory 

These 2 effects have a competition to what stimulus is going to 

be selected (gain). 

Reconsider this model and assume that value/emotion adds 

another layer to this model. 
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take in account 3 different sources of information: 

a. T-d 

b. B-u 

c. Value  

-> use these 3 together to create associations (no competition, but cooperation)( To see what the most 
important S is to us) 

Brain computes a priority map, at each sample of time, our brain goes to a different location, in time 
you’ll be able to shift the priority map and at the end you can process S. BU and TD both In this model 
and are chosen depending on the time to what you look at, different objects are selected cause they 
correspond to specific activation on this priority map. 

Apply this logic to visual search: at the beginning of the trial, attention is drawn to location 

of the reward related S (value). You also start to engage attention to the targets location 

(what you have to process). Little bit of competition between driven by the physical 

salience. 

-> multiple locations are illuminated. No competition in the system, you should see additive effect 

3 systems choose which stimuli are selected at a given 

time (A). At the beginning salience and emotion are 

prioritized. Later in time task-related stimuli get 

attention at the cost of emotion and salience. 

(B) target processing depending on the presence of 1, 2 

or 3 systems. 3 systems are active, it goes really fast (most 
efficient) 

If you’re in a situation where only one system can be 
used, you’re not going to be quick, but when in 
situation were all are used, you are fast, that’s why 
they work together. 
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• A lot of connections between cognitive control and attention -> cognitive control depends on 

attention control 

• Motivation instead of emotion? 

We seems to really make a difference in cognitive control is not emotion per se, it’s actually 

motivation to overcome challenges 

2.1. Attention and/or cognitive control?  

Close ties between CC and attention 

Value-driven capture effect: pp need to search a target. Pp have a hard 

time finding the target IF in the close environment a distractor is shown 

(and this distractor carries a specific value) 

 your attention is grabbed automatically towards the location 

occupied by this value driven stimulus 

You can explain this with attention, but also with CC. We might assume 

that there’s a conflict between 2 goals: 

1. Goal 1: select the target because it was instructed (purple circle) 

2. Goal 2: you know because of prior history that the red stimulus means 

reward/punishment. This is an important stimulus and you want to allocate it 

 they compete with one another & they will determine the ease/speed with 

which target section will occur 

 we don’t need attention per se to explain we see in this task, CC can also 

explain the key component in this task 

 
Data generated in a similar setting. 

No distractor: search is quick and efficient(blue) 

If there’s a distractor with a specific value: there’s a systematic 

slowing down (green) 

A neutral distractor: also a bit slower compared to the trails without 

distractor (red) 

 monotonic increase in time needed for the 

search Conflict between 2 goals 

This type of effect might be explained by CC. 

But value driven capture effect is also driven 

by higher order cognitive process (working 

memory capacity) 
 

Pp with larger memory span, showed very 

little interference with the distractor. They 

seemed better able to suppress this information and orient their attention right away to the 

target location compared with pp who had a lower WM-span 

 
 value driven capture effect can be explained by: attention, cognitive control, 

working memory-span 

2. Influence of emotion on cognitive control 
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2.2. “Pure” cognitive control                                                                                     

2.2.1. Dominant frame work  

• Pure: no effect of emotion 

• We assume 2 processes 

a. Related to detection of challenge or conflict 

b. This is followed by adaptation, pp adapt to difficult trials(conflicting related 

situations) and increase control. This is typically explained by a change of attention 

control process 

• What is shared between these seemingly different concepts? 

What is the shared ground? 

They share a – meaning 

AND all these words correspond to challenges 

You have to deal with a conflict, you need to recruit 

additional energy or effort in order to overcome this 

challenge. You need CC to overcome this challenge 

You make an error, in order to adjust this, you need invest more energy 

Punished: probably your behavior was not in line with wat was expected, you need to adjust 

your behavior (this takes energy) 

Pain: errorsignal from the body, something is not in line with the goal of being safe and 

healthy. You need to invest time/energy to overcome this - stimulus 
 

• Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) 

meta-analysis: overlap between negative affect 

(depression, anxiety, neuroticism… and pain) and CC 

(measured in laboratory circumstances with tasks) 

What happens in the brain? 

We find a region in the frontal cortex where there’s 

overlap. So when you’re in pain, negative effect or do a 

strooptask. These 3 cases activate the same spot in the brain (ACC). There is a place in the brain 

where you have an overlap of seemly different registers: negative effect, pain and CC. 

This overlap is informative, because it shows that this region is probably involved in all this 3 

cases. This is probably the place where conflict is engaged or a specific conflict is detected. This 

part tells other parts of the brain to overcome a challenge 

• Definition: 

Cognitive control refers to the ability to pursue goal directed behavior (and here you get conflict 

standing in the way that you need to overcome) in the face of otherwise more habitual or 

immediately compelling behaviors This ability is engaged by every faculty that distinguishes human 

abilities from those of other species, and in virtually every domain of human function from 

perception to action, decision making to planning, and problem solving to language 

− CC is an ability (not a process) 

− CC is able to modulate a large spectrum of cognitive processes 

− CC comes whenever you need somehow to adapt/adjust your behavior mainly to move from 

a more habitual to a less habitual behavior, because for something challenging that is 

happening (for example: pain). Increase effort or energy to face this challenge. 

− It can be depleted if you used it a lot: if you let people show vids, and they need to suppress 

their emotions for 5 minutes, and afterwards they get a conflict task, they’re slower and 

make more mistakes 

• Involved in: 

− Inhibition (inhibit your response, stop responding, CC needed cause it’s in 
conflict with the default behavior (respond)) 
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− Conflict processing (solving conflict, you need CC to solve conflict) 

− Attention 

− Working Memory 

− Performance monitoring 

− Reasoning 

− Planning 

− Motor control 

 you can examine CC indirectly by studying one of these processes 

In this lesson we will focus on conflict processing, but don’t forget that there are multiple ways to 

examine CC+ 

• Paradigmatical example: Stroop Stimuli: 

Mismatch between meaning of word and color of word 

Lot of process is going on: 

- 2 visual features would activate different part in visual cortex: 

meaning and color are going to compete with each other 

- you need a controller at some point to tell you what feature 

you need to suppress and what feature you need to activate 

more  medial frontal cortex can orchestrate this 

competition. Bias attention more to the color of the word at 

cost of the meaning of the word. Normally two responses are 

activated, one for the meaning, the other for the color, you 

need to suppress one. CC organizes competition between these 

two responses. 

4 processes happening in sequence 

1. Activation of the 2 units (meaning, color)(upstream effect) 

2. You need somehow activate the corresponding task process of these2 visual features  

3. Bias the system/ decision making towards the color information at the cost of word 

information (part one of CC, we speak of this one today, downstream effect, 

selecting which one to choose, exactly what attention is) 

4. Evaluate the response to make sure that you selected the correct task preparation (part two of CC) 

   A. Conflict monitoring and cognitive control  

• One model to explain all these processes is conflict monitoring and cognitive control 

− Two-step model to explain why we see typically slower RT & increase error rate (ER) 

in conflict related situations (Stroop task) compare to non-conflict related situations 

− Key components of this model 

BLUE 

Two things are going on 

At the bottom of the model you have the 2 units 

being activated(words and colors) 

These units are competing and represented in 

different parts of the brain. 

They both converge at the response unit (at the top 

of the model). Here you need to select the relevant 

task information. You need to increase the 

representation of the color (bias it) at the cost of the word information. Here arises the conflict, CC is a two step concept 

1. Conflict: there’s a system able to detect the conflict (upstream effect, you have two info types at 

the same time and you can’t handle that) 

2. Resolve the conflict by engaging attention in order to increase activation of the color 

− Switching (you need to go from task a to b, and back, this you need CC and this is also the part where 
you often see glitch or error happening) 

units at the cost of the word units -> you try to bias the competition 

(downstream effect to boost competition) 

Result: name the color and not the word itself (in this specific situation) 
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2.2.2 Two processes: conflict detection and adaption (attention)  

• Attention and cognitive control are related to each other 

Once the conflict monitoring has been engaged, you’re going 

to engage attention whereby the color-activation is increased 

and word meaning is suppressed 
 
 

 

• Posner’s attention Model (invented cueing task and told us attention and CC are linked, according to him 
conflict is more an attention effect and not a CC effect) 

Back then they even assumed multiple cognitive systems (3) 

a. Alerting system (arousal, when aroused, more attention ability’s) 

b. Special orienting system (shift attention in 

space/time) 

c. Conflict relating system 
We assume these tree models work independently, implication: in making experiments you need to make shure you only 
access one system, but 

 these 3 systems interact with each other 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• Influence of positive emotion on conflict processing 

Emotion changes conflicting processing. 

When we deal with conflict, there’s 

conflictmonitor to detect a mismatch. 

These 2 steps might be influenced by 

emotion. 

Example: study with reward or punishment 

Cue: earn or lose money depending on their performance (accuracy of speed) 

C: accuracy & B: RT 

PP are slower and made more error when there is conflict. Pp are faster and better when you 

have full compatibility (only 1 of the 2 features is shown) 

If you include reward, the whole process is changed -> all conditions benefit from this: pp are 

way faster and there’s an increased accuracy, gain from reward is to solve conflict better, by motivational 
state, you can make people better boost conflict monitoring and conflict resolution 

By including + related emotion, you make people better at dealing with conflict, cause this especially was 
better and faster than the rest also 

2.2.3 Focus on adaption  

• Attention and cognitive control are related to each other 

If this model holds, you should see a clear cut effect of 

attention during conflict related task 

We see conflict adaptation (this is what happens after the 

Strong evidence that show CC and attention are strongly 
associated. If you see a cue, your attention’s going to 
there,…? 
Flanker task: discriminate letter in the centre of the 
screen. What’s the letter in the middle. What you do is 
flank the target with destractor. Those are compatible or 
incompatible BAB for instance. 

Simon task is the conlict between the 
position of a S and your respons. For 
instance if arrow is down, press right 
key, if up, then left key. Then your S is 
shown left, it’s a down arrow, and you 
have to press right key, so there’s 
conflict, incompatible 
Pp are slower in incompatible condition 
You can combine the Stroop with this by 
showing stroop S lateralized (L or R) 
Double conflict task. 

conflict detection and is solved). Pp behave better when they have a second conflict after a first conflict. 

There’s a gain, pp have been able to solve the conflict during the first encounter with the conflict -> 

increased 
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attention control which lead to a benefit whenever a second conflict happened. = conflict 

adaptation 

According to this model you have fluctuations of control across time. 

When you have conflict, you have to increase control. Because of 

this temporal increase, you’re going to be better to solve a second 

conflict. Afterwards you’re going to decrease control until there’s 

another conflict and then it’s going to increase again 

 

 

• Consequences at the methodological level: sequence effect! 

We need to look at the trial history and 

take in to account how many conflict 

related trials were shown before a specific 

trial. 

Most recent history is going to influence the way you’re going to deal with conflict.  

A sequence of trial, Stroop stimuli shown together with non-Stroop stimuli (non-conflict). 

When you prepare the experiment, you’re going to balance these2 trial conditions, 50% 

conflict and 50% non-conflict in random order. Although it is random, depending on where the 

conflict is shown, this can change behavior substantially. 

For example if you have to conflict related trials in a row: the second time the Stroop-S you have 

a benefit. = conflict adaptation 

• The Gratton effect = conflict adaptation effect 

(the guy who found the effect was Graton, so 

the two effects are the same) When it was 

found, it was mostly in simple tasks and a  

Eriksen Flanker Task was used.  

Every trial had 5 letters, pp needed to identification the central 

letter. The other S are distractors (in)compatible 

If the other letters differ from the central letter -> RT increases, decrease accuracy 

 
You can find the Gratton effect at the RT level, but 

also at accuracy level 

Conflict adaptation effect in RT, it’s not 

confounded by a speed accuracy trade off 
 
 

 
Graph at the left: congruency level + trial history (here CC stand for 2 congruent trials, not cognitive 

control!! iC stands for, first trail was incongruent, second one congruent…) 

− 2 main effect and 1 interaction effect 

− Main effects: top row the incongruent trial, at the bottom the congruent conditions. Pp are 

faster in con than incon trials 

− Interaction: (trial history) congruent effect is different. Effect was smaller when the previous 

trial was incongruent. II trials were better than CI trials. 

CC were better than IC (facilitation for CC and II) 

Modulation of the congruency effect depending on congruency of the previous trial level, 

where we see that the congruency at the current trial level is reduced if there was a conflict 

related S shown beforehand (this is for RT and ER!) 

Gratton effect =  when you have 2 conflicts in a row, the second time you’ll be better

You need your conflict monitor to down the S 
end boost the H in the second line 
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• Dual-mechanisms framework 

IRL you can hardly predict when pain, - affect, 

punishment will come 

When you face situations like this, there’s only 1 

way to solve the conflict -> reactive control 

You can’t anticipate, you need to recruit CC in a 

late post-conflict manner (top row of the drawing) 

Here you clearly see cognitive adaption 
 

Sometimes you know what’s going to happen and you can prepare yourself for it: teach or tell 

you CC system that conflict is going to happen and therefor already increase control level in 

anticipation of this challenge = proactive control 

Pp start to use knowledge guide their control level. (cue, or a lot of conflicting S so pp will know 

that the chance to get a conflict trial is high) 

COGNITIVE ADAPTATION IS PHASIC AND REACTIVE 

 
Add a new layer to the model: distinguishing between 

pro-active and reactive 

Increase of attention is mostly captured by reactive 

control, more automatic 

 

 

2.2.4 Interim Conclusion  

• Cognitive control (CC): domain general ability (process) 

• Can be studied by means of conflict processing 

• Two steps considered: detection and adaptation (change in control boost) 

• Adaptation reflects changes in attention control 

• More attention allocated to the task relevant features 

• Adaptation is phasic and reactive 
 

2.3. Emotion  

2.3.1. Conflict is negative  

• Conflict detection is not neutral, conflict is perceived as negative and even aversive 

• Emotion an cognitive control are related to each other 

Alternative model: instead having only response conflict between 2 

representations, this conflict is in either (conflict and response!) 

And conflict = - 

Whenever you come across a conflict, there is negativity involved 

Control monitor is also emotional. Conflict is the exception, when 

you come across it, you need to boost cognition to deal with it. 

This aversiveness is actually the driving force for the change in 

attention, not response conflict (it’s the outcome of response conflict which is negatively 

perceived) 

We assume that negative emotion in CC share common ground, 

• Cognitive conflict is associated with negative emotions 
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Lot of data. Specific change happening when you have to 

deal with conflict 

For example: pupil size: Stroop task -> pupil 

dilated Frowning, anxiety increase 

 
 a lot of change happening in the body when pp 

try to solve a Stroop task 

 
 

 
Focus on the negative evaluation when we are administered conflict 

 
 

 

• Affective priming 
 

 
 

 
 
 

= interaction effect 

Task, you get emotional words after you have seen Stroop task cue’s. You see 
quickly Red in blue, and then for example Love or murder. The we look at affect 
conflict.  

After the Stroop task there was a second experiment. 

Categorize words + or – as fast as possible. Stroop-S is the cue 

If conflict is really negative, pp should show a systematic facilitation if 

you pair a negative word with conflict related Stroop stimulus 

 
RESULTS: 

Priming effect: pp process – words slower than + words 

This effect changes depending on the congruency of the prime. PP 

are faster to say that a word is – if a stroopstimulus was shown 

before (top of the graph) that was incongruent with itself. Cause 

when you see Red written in blue, your going to encounter 

conflict, which will facilitate negative effect and you’ll be able to 

process negative words faster. 

White dot -> opposite effect: pp are faster to process + words if 

there was a non-stroopstumulus conflict shown before 

Stroopstimulus is negative, so whenever you see a stroopstimulus you activate – emotions. 

Therefor you can see priming effects facilitations for – words if stroop-S is used as cue 

We can see the same effect for pictures. 

 
This effect is quite robust and is been replicated in different 

contexts. 

Neutral words can be changed with the type of cue? 

Manipulating the interval between cue and target -> 

important because we know that the cue-target interval is 

really important for priming: the shorter the interval the more facilitation. People in this experiment have to 
say if the word is + or -, the words are neutral. Before this you see a stroop S, there is a trail with a long 
interval, and some with a short interval. Many pp are not aware of the cue cause it’s presented in 1/5 seconds 
and they are focused on the other word.
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RESULTS: pp tend to judge neutral words as more negative as 

neutral words are after a stroopstimulus than an non-stroop 

stimulus 

 negative bias 

This faciliatory effect is modulated by the SOA (the interval 

between cue and target) 

Short interval we find this effect BUT if the interval is longer the 

effect disappears (is consistent with the priming effect) 

When you see the strooptask cue, you activate negativity, but 

this doesn’t last long. 

Even though the cues are not task related 
 

Little twist: 

Affective priming evidence suggests that we 

automatically process a stroopstimulus as negative 

(or aversive). Therefor we see priming. You also see 

this when there’s a conflict flanks S. 

We see this opposite priming effect (facilitation of 

positive words), if those positive words follow a non-stroopstimuli 

In all previous experiments, you don’t need to process the cue actively. 

In this experiment the cue was also a task. Name the color of the word of the cue & 

evaluating the word that comes after the cue (dual-task) 

THE LOGIC: if you are able to solve the stroop stimulus, maybe if this conflict is solved there is 

also a little bit of positivity associated with the trial 

RESLUTS: this is also found. 

Priming effect swaps in exp2A. Exp 1 pp assign – valence to 

conflict.  

2A: pp are faster to process a + word after a conflict 

related stimulus 

If pp are able to solve the stroopS, you also have elicited a + valance. That’s why it’s easier to 

identify a + word after this cue. Opposite effect when seeing a congruent cue. Participants are quicker to say a 
word is + when they resolved the conflict. Cause when you solve a conflict, you have reward. You’ll be quicker 
to say the word is positive if you vergelijk it with a congruent S that you don’t have to solve. Priming effect 
really depend on how you design your experiment. There is negativity involved with conflict, and this can be 
measured with priming. 

 
There seemed to be a link between conflict and negative 

affect. Especially if the conflict is experienced as such. You 

need to sense to feel the conflict in order to yield this 

emotional effect (subjective feeling) 

 

 
PP did a simple masking tasks. The arrow was masked com and icom. Asked pp if they could feel 

any conflict during the trial. First there is a cue shown, an arrow, this cue is masked which 

makes you slightly unaware of it. Then comes the main target (another arrow, either congruent 

or incongruent to the previous one). Then is asked how much conflict they felt. Afterwards they 

analyzed the data by looking at the awareness. 
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RESULTS: pp are good to report accurate. For conflict trials, now and then trials are being 

categorized as non-conflict and the other way around. 

When a conflict was there (cue and target had opposite 

Directions) they said there was a conflict. But also many 

Times they said there was a conflict when there wasn’t 

One. Now we can look at what happens when we were 

Unaware of conflict. 
 
 
 

If pp correctly feel and reported conflict: the showed 

conflict adaptation (E), you do better the second 

time (cognitive control). When you don’t say there 

was a conflict, but there was one, then they don’t 

adapt. So you need to have a subjective experience 

of conflict to adapt. 

Experience of conflict is also important component of this 

adaptation. 

2.3.2. Stronger conflict adaption with negative emotion  

4 different emotions against each other. PP brought in an anxious 

state, pp wo were brought in a happy, sad and calm affective state. 

(done by seeing movie or listening to music) The amount of conflict 

adaptation depending on the emotional state 

Interesting effect: valence related. What is the driving force? 

Valence or arousal? -> valence: happy/calm: less adaptation 

Sad/anxious: conflict adaption effect 

 
Interpretation: 

Distraction away from conflict? 

Positive affect? 

Regulation? Happy emotions counteract the negativity associated with conflict 

Flexibility? Happy mood, you have higher flexibility. Rely less on past info and more on novelty 
 

 
+ valence does not always weakens the adaptation. You can also 

find evidence that reward can increase adaptation 

 
Add rewards in the experiment: No adaptation after reward, but 

we see an increase when there is reward in both. 

 
Conflicting evidence: reward was contingent on behavior. Bind a 

specific emotion with an conflict is really important. The link between emotion and cognitive control 

really depend on the contingency you create. If there’s contingency, valance is not really important. 

If there is no link, + valence can weaken the conflict adaptation 
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The 2 manipulations 

Manipulations: 

Pp needed to say I the central arrow was pointed to the left or 

right 

Each trial had a feedback: con1: punishment related 

Con2: not punishment related 

When you add this punishment manipulation, you therefore 

change motivation and adaptation should be larger 

1. SOA (short vs long: remove adaptation effect) 

2. Negative emotion (punishment vs no) 
 

 

conditions there was no adaptation 

RESULTS: short interval 

Graph B, left side: short interval, we got conflict 

adaptation only when punishment was involved 

The modulatory effect of negative emotion on 

conflict adaptation is not like unlimited. It really 

depends on reactive control and a short time 

interval and get pp involved. In the 3 other 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
- 70% incongruent= proactive 

Pp in the punishment condition reported more – affect. + affect 

was balanced between punishment and no punishment 

Punishment -> more conflict adaption 

Right slide: conflict adaptation is the largest for short ITI and 

punishment is at stake 

 
Move from reactive control to proactive control your conflict 

adaption is decreasing 

Manipulations 

-Feedback type (informatic or not) 

-Congruency frequency 

- 50% incongruent= reactive (you can’t anticipate what comes 

next) 

 

RESULTS: 

Four conditions: top row: invalid feedback 

Left 

 
Interaction effect: low feedback and high feedback: 

no adaptation by neutral feedback (irrespective 

reactive or proactive) 
 

Increase in conflict adaptation when you have 

reactive control and you use valid(?) feedback. Key 

notion that the change in conflict adaptation depends on how conflict is provided and the 

possibility to adjust the control level across trials 
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Modulation od conflict adaption by evaluative feedback 

and reactive control is related to emotion regulation 
 

Pp fill out an emotion regulation questionnaire 

Suppression: inhibit bodily reaction whenever you feel 

that you experience emotion =maladaptive 

More adaptive strategy: re-appraisal: change meaning of the stimulus or the situation 

Re-appraisal was negative correlated to conflict adaptation, and not suppression  pp who 

used in their daily life re-appraise meaning are show little conflict adaptation in this experiment. 

Shows that there might be a link between emotions (elicited during conflict management) and 

general ability to use regulations of those emotions (a lesson is about this) 

 
• Emotion and cognitive control are related to each other 

Conflict is arising because of competition with different 

responses 

This conflict does not stop there, also negativity 

associated (reactive, perceived negative, phasic) 

 

 

2.3.3. Interim Conclusions  

• Conflict is aversive/negative (evidence based on priming studies) 

• Subjective experience is important (need to feel/sense this conflict in order to have this 

adaptation effect) 

• Negative emotion increases adaptation (there is a link) 

• Contingency is key (can explain why besides punishment, reward can boost it as well) 

C= bind together conflict from which you assume is negative + negative event 

 this increases CC 

• Adaptation by binding? 

• What component of CC is increased? Attention? Monitoring? 

• Hard to ignore motivation as driving force 

 

2.4. Motivation  

2.4.1  Avoidance of effort  

• People don’t like conflict and they’ll try and avoid it. When you have 2 lanes, one with 

obstacles, other without, animals and humans choose for the option without conflict. 

• Pp are not willing to invest/expand effort, however when you deal with conflict you need to 

increase your effort. Maybe you really don’t want to avoid this and the conflict situation 

becomes aversive. We want to do no effort. That’s why conflict is probably related to - emo 

• Elephant in the room: motivation (to overcome conflict is not neutral but effortful)(seems to be the driving 

force) Motivation is a big Issue we keep ignoring and neglecting, but at some point it becomes so huge that 

you can’t ignore it anymore. 

In this case, the elephant is motivation. Motivation is probably the key element that explains 

some of the variations that are discussed before. 
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• Emotion and cognitive control are related to each other 

The negativity of the conflict arises because we have to invest 

extra effort. We have to overcome this. And to overcome this 

you need a driving force (motivation). 

 

 
If you’re able to recruit additional process to name the color of the word, then in turn your 

attention will be better focused/more narrow to the color of the word. You’ll be able to better 

ignore the meaning of the word, and therefor show the correct response to the Stroop-stimuli. 

• Strong ties between motivation and cognitive control. Those ties can be explained by: 

1. “The law of least mental effort”: pp are not willing to expand effort, majority of pp will 

choose an easy task instead of a difficult task. Especially when there’s competition between 

the 2 tasks. We take the path of the least effort. 

2. Human (animals too) nature to take path of least effort when achieving a goal 

3. Why would I choose for effort if less effort is possible? 

 
• Cognitive effort is preferably avoided if possible 

pp are submitted a choice. The amount of effort required between 

the 2 options is manipulated. If pp indeed seek systematically the 

option associated with less effort. Then the law of least mental 

effort is most likely to be true. 

 
Pp receives 2 stack of cards on the desk. Pp need to choose pick 

one of them, depending on the color of the card you need to 

either do an odd-even task (red ) or you need to say if the color is greater or less than 5. There is 

some kind of bias that the stack on the left you only have a few switch of tasks. Whereas on the 

right stack, there’s a lot of switch. Task-switching requires effort. Pp choose the stack where 

there’s little switch between the tasks. So what you manipulate is task switching, and this is high effort 
demanding. 

RESULTS: across time pp systematically choose the stimuli 

that are associated with little effort. They choose very rarely 

stimuli associated with more effort. Majority goes for low 

demand. Their healthy students. 

Control analyses: error avoidance and time has been made 

that they’re the same between the two options. 

 
To check if pp are aware of the difference between the 2 stacks or 

used a specific strategy, there was a little questionnaire. Pp are 

unaware of this bias. 
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2.4.2 The cost of exerting control  

• The expected value of control (EVC) model, to some extend this is motivational model also 

This model (of cognitive control)  assumes 
there is a competition between color and 
the meaning of the word. And this 
competition is resolved by conflict- monitor. 
There is somewhere in your brain a region 

that’s responsible for selecting the 
relevant information and suppress the 

irrelevant info. 
We can zoom in in the conflict monitoring 
process and break it down in different 
components (B). This conflict-monitor is 

using info about control signal identity & control signal intensity. This explains why effort is also 
somehow taken in account when dealing with conflict information. We not only detect conflict as 
such, but also the amount of effort that needs to be used to solve the conflict. This information is 
also stored in order to defined how much CC (attention, conflict resolution) is needed at the 
given time. For instance to look at color and not pay attention at the meaning. Top-down route is 
the attention route, through which color gains weight and meaning loses it. 
EVC= 2 elements are really important. The system computes 2 estimates. They are integrated with each other in 
the dorsal ACC 

1. The rewards expected from mobilizing control with a particular direction and intensity 

2. The inherent cost associated with this mobilization 

 they determine how much control/attention/conflict resolution is needed 

• Motivation and cognitive control are related to each other 

We have conflict info which is processed. We use motivation 

(computation between the expected reward & the cost of this, 

these parameters are used in order to engage motivation) and 

therefor pay attention to the color instead of the meaning of the 

word. (people avoid high demand if there is no reward, we don’t  

We don’t need to assume that there’s a direct link between – emotion and CC. We assume 

instead that this link is mediated by motivation process. 

• What is shared between these seemingly different concepts? 

We need to consider motivation as a key-element in order 

to deal with those challenge-situations. All these words 

are associated with challenging moments in the sense that 

we need to invest effort in order to overcome them. Effort 

investment is associated with cost. 

2.5. Conclusions  

• Cognitive control is influenced by affective factors 

• This influence could be explained by motivation 

• Conflict triggers negative affect because it requires effort to be overcome and human 

beings do not exert effort easily or preferably 

• What is aversive in conflict then? Perhaps not monitoring as such but rather the complex 

link between monitoring and control. Adjusting increasing control’s level may be aversive 

• Aversiveness arises when pp are not willing to invest effort 

• These (lab) effects are always ‘relative’, and computed compared to a control condition 

When doing difficult task and you’re not 
rewarded, cognitive control decreases, 
when you do a difficult task and you are 
likely to be rewarded, cognitive control 
increases. 

Like CC 
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• Effort is not aversive per se! We work out in the gym, we study at the university… Effort 

is probably aversive when the cost outweighs the reward 
 

This is the affective signalling model, we have conflict in stroopS, we know this 
conflict is linked to – affect, when this happens, you need to increase 
monitoring/motivation. This is then increased, this will cause you to adapt. At 
behavioural level we see conflict adaptation, people will be able to process the 
second conflict better then the first one. We do better if a conflict trail follows 
another conflict trail. Cause you increase monitoring, you boost adaptation to 
conflict. What follows will be about the affect monitoring link. This is measured with 
EEG. You want to know what happens in the brain when they push buttons.  
Monitoring is complex cause it belongs to you, very hard to access monitoring of 
someone, but we can record brain activity when people deal with actions of people 
and monitor their behaviour 
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3. Emotion and action monitoring                                                                            

3.1.  “Feedback loop” as key notion for monitoring  

• At any given time we monitor whether our behavior is in line with what we’re supposed to do. 

We compare the actual behavior to a representation of this behavior. If there’s a mismatch we 

adapt our behavior to reach a goal. 

• Loop= we compare the input (action of behavior) to the representation of this action of behavior. 

By comparing these 2 we can assign a certain value to this action of behavior 

Specific input (stimulus or specific event  representation or 

evaluation  response 

Depending on the model you have, the representation is based on 

affect program (arousal, valance), constructivism or appraisal 

 

In real life, it’s not going like this. Every stimulus can lead to one or multiple responses. And the 

response itself lead to a new stimulus, which leads to a new response  every response 

can be seen as a stimulus, in real life this is a complex cascade. We assign value on the 

response level. If we push left button, and it’s wrong, we will feel negative and we will change 

our monitoring to the right response. 

• Difference between cognition and emotion: 

Actual monitoring: cognition is responsible for deciding 

whether your action is correct or not (accuracy coding). This 

coding would intern lead to assigning a specific value to the 

action (emotion) depending on the accuracy 

(correct/incorrect) coding. The link between accuracy and 

valence is possible because of the 

feedback loop (representation of the action). (correct is linked with + emo(you approach, it’s intrinsic and 
pleasantness), and incor with – emo(avoid, intrinsic and unpleasant), this works with a feedback loop 

• Feedback loop: self-regulation: 

You compare a goal to a specific input (actual action) 

function. Example: you push a button in response of a 

stimulus. At the time of the keypress you compare the 

actual response to a specific goal. If there’s a mismatch 

between the 2 signals, you need to adapt and change 

behavior. People react to the error. You get post error 

slowing. People slow down after an error. They monitor 

their behavior and slow down to avoid making an error 

again. This is proof that we have monitoring. We adapt.  

Change your action selection and then monitor again. 

You monitor your response and this is always updated. 

It’s a feedback loop. This loop allows us to adapt to error 

and sharpen decision making. 

You have a goal in mind, this is forwarded to modeling. When mismatch with monitor happens, the feedback 

loop comes in. When you make error, there is a signal mismatch between forward modeling and performance 

monitor, this leads to error we can measure.  We use feedback from the monitoring to adjust/sharpen the 

action we’re going to select next. This is an open feedback loop, we use  information from goal we have in 
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mind, task instructions and context, to update or let this loop run. The goal is what you manipulate in pp by 

giving instructions/ rewarding them when their fast or telling them they need to say the color,… These goals 

and context  are going to be forwarded to the performance monitoring box, be held there and when action 

comes you going to compare the actual action with the goal you have in mind,  if mismatch, error happens 

and you change monitoring in return. When depressed fb loop doesn’t work properly. Mostly we focus to the 

performance monitoring box and we can measure this when pp make error cause there is then a mismatch. 

Two signals mismatch with each other and lead to error signal we can measure.

 

 
• Decision making: 

Self-regulation is a broad subject, you can narrow it down 

to decision making. 

 
 

A. Classical model where you don’t assume a 

Loop, S comes in, you have sensory representation, it guides 
your choice of action (top down) But this model is wrong 

B. We know that A is to simplistic. 2 systems are 

operating together. (this is right modal) 

SYSTEM 1: actor: a given S leads to a 

choice (same as A). In between the input and 

output, you have this critic system 

SYSTEM 2: critic: adds the feedback loop. This 

allows you to check whether the action is positive 

or negative (in line with what you’re supposed to 

do)(predictions of what we’re supposed to 

do)(match or mismatch/ supposed to do, or not 

supposed). So when we act, a critic checks that what 

you do is in line with what you are supposed to do if 

mismatch, then you change the value of the action, 

cause critic system kicks in and changes intern how 

info is processed in the actor system. 

This system is achieved by dopamine, they drive the 

actions between critic system and actor system. Signal 

is shared in two branches, one where you process the 

actual/action value and one you have prediction. 

These are compared to one another to check if what 

you do is correct or not. 

Error related negativity is cause of the interaction 

between critic and actor. 

 

 

 This is what would happen in the brain when you process complex S like StroopS 
and you need to name the colour of the word. Two routes/effects 
Conflict monitor/motivation is connected to dACC 3, if conflict or increase in 
reward and cost, then we select action and it goes down, with this we can tell 
attention system to select colour and downplay word meaning. While this 
monitoring happens, we have two steps again, conflict monitor is attached to 
another dACC thing: action monitor is connected to dACC 4, this monitors the 
response. Cause their might be a chance you select the wrong response, then a 
warning signal happens in region 4 telling you something wrong happens, this 
error signal doesn’t need to be aware, but it’s quick and automatic.  
This loop is subjected to monitoring, monitoring of these processes through 
which you deal with conflict. If you make a mistake, monitoring tells you this 
and teaches you. It will give a signal to ACC 4, this is quick, automatic and your 
unaware. 
3 and 4 learn together.  
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When we execute a specific behavior we see that there is an comparison being made between your 

actual behavior and the memory trace of this behavior of the action. 

If these 2 are compatible, then the comparison is really easy. But if they’re incompatible, we see 

updating. 

• Feedback loop: action monitoring 

Zoom in in the interaction between actor and 

critic. This monitoring is not simple, a lot of 

components. One of the key-components is goal or 

context which are active at the given time. They 

allow to make an accurate comparison between 

what you do at that time and the representation. 

They can assign + or – value. 
 

3.2. Error-related negativity (ERN) as correlate of monitoring   

• ERN= Error-Related Negativity  this picture is what’s in the performance monitoring box 

EEG signal that you can record when mismatch is 

happening. ERN is elicited when you have an error- 

signal, this signal is what’s driving ERN. 
You compare an incoming S to a representation of that stimulus. 

You compare your action to a representation of a correct response. If 
one differs from the other, you release an error signal. This is key 
cause this error signals, it’s picked up and cause your actions to 

change, adjust your behavior. You see pp slow down. If you see a pp 
that doesn’t slow down when making an error, he has no error signal, 

no representation of the correct action matched with your action. 
When not slowing down, they don’t compare and monitoring is low. 

• ERP= event-related potential 
 

Stimulus locked ERP: stimuli on the screen and you extract ERP’s 

at a later time. We extract ERP’s, and we’ll average them together. We do the 
same for B. When you do this, you’ll end up with big ERP’s. We have peaks and 
dalen. P1 = first positive activity, N1 is the first negative activity. 

Response locked effects: use a specific input as response. The 

keypress as input. 
 
 
 

 

• Visual ERP  
Typical wave for visual stimuli. Red dash-line shows the stimuli onset. 

We see series of waves corresponding to specific activation in the 

brain. 
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• Response-locked ERPs 
 

 

components. PE= error positivity

 
You lock brain activity to the onset of the response 

instead of the stimulus (key press). If you compare 2 

conditions: correct and error trails. Prior to response 

onset and rapidly following response onset (50ms), 

there’s a huge activity (red peek) which is only for the 

error = ERN. This is generated very early. Following the 

ERN, you have other components. PE= error positivity. 

The correct trail and a trail where you make a mistake, there is a huge difference. Black = corr, red = incorr 

On the right side you see the topography. The blue negative activity is not only found in one location, it’s changing the 
topography to the top sides as well. Now you can look at where it would come from. You see a mean activation level in the dorsal 
ACC. After 50 ms after press, your Dorsal ACC gives a huge negative signal when you made a mistake. So maybe when this 
happens that means that there the comparison is made. So pp can detect error and monitor behavior. This is mostly happening 
via dorsal active ACC.  

3.2.1 Based on representation of action  

• ERN= error related negativity 

One of the first to look at the response locked effect. 

To compare ERP’s in specific tasks where you compare 

correct to incorrect decisions. 

A. ERP when you time lock the activity 

B. Same stuff, but time lock the activity to the response 

instead of the stimulus 

Variation in amplitude, activity change depending on the 

instruction. 

− Middle, B: no specific instruction 

− Top, B: ask pp to be speedy. Difference between (in)correct is reduced 

− Bottom, B: ask pp to be accurate, don’t rush and try to make no errors. When error happens, 

there’s a huge  ERN 

The fact that his ERN happens early (50 ms following response onset) is compatible with the 

comparison between the representation and the actual action. It takes several seconds before 

you’re aware that you made a mistake. It must be based on an internal motor representation of 

the action. 

3.2.2 Flexibility  

• No evidence at the response level?  feedback effect 

If we lack evidence of accuracy at the response level, we can’t see ERN. If we don’t know if the 

action was correct or not, comparison can’t be done. 

However, we see a transfer from the action to the feedback. This is why this monitoring effect is 

highly flexible. In many situations in daily life, you can’t know whether your action or behavior is 

correct or not, simply bc there’s no evidence. But you use external or additional info in order to 

assess whether your action is correct. 

EXPERIMENT: compare conditions where pp could not know if 

there action was correct at the time of the keypress or where 

they couldn’t know. 

Probabilistic learning: pp are see a simple stimulus on each 

trial. They had to discover a hidden rule where stimuli are 

linked to a specific response. When they discover the link,  

they’re rewarded by + feedback. 

If they can’t discover it and push the wrong button: - 
feedback 
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Condition probabilistic: probability can be 80%. Sometimes surprisingly the other response has a 

relation with the response, and not the one the pp thought it would be, monitoring should be 

more. Cause it’s more difficult to make model 

No learning condition: the random condition. No association at 

all, no monitoring should happen, you can’t make a model. 

RESULTS: 

Top row: you can see the distance between correct and 

incorrect response. You can see a steady increase of the 

activity in the ERN (red). Is the association is deterministic, we 

see a very clear cut at the response level in the ERN when pp 

make a mistake. However, if the association is probabilistic 

there’s already a decrease of the activity. At the random 

condition ERN is completely gone. There is no way pp know if 

the keypress is correct or not. 

FLEXIBILITY: If we look at the feed, we see a mirrored result. There’s no feedback related 

Negativity (this is measured when seeing the feedback, the response negativity is measured when 
pressing the button) at the deterministic condition. But there’s a rise of the error-signal at the 
probabilistic condition and it’s the highest for the random condition 

Although monitoring is impossible at response level at the random condition, there’s indeed 

monitoring possible at the feedback level. Cause you might learn what’s right. 
 

3.2.3 Awareness not needed  

• ERN without error awareness 

Even though you may not be aware of your error, there 

still will be a signal 

Pp are in doubt and don’t know if there reaction is correct 

or not 

Anti-saccade task: eye movement towards the target. Cue 

at different location, you are likely to look at the location of the cue and not the target. But pp 

are asked only to look at the target. 

Measure eye-movement. 

Three kinds of trials 

Trial 1: pp correctly did what they had to do. Move eyes toward target 

Trial 2: pp moved there eyes to watch the cue and not the target = error 

a. Pp can explicitly report this 

b. Pp they didn’t know they made a wrong eye movement 

Can you see ERN for pp who explicitly said that they did it right, but were wrong? 

YES: it does not matter if people are aware or not that the made a mistake 

There is no difference between aware and not aware error, but well met correct 

awareness. You can have ERN without awareness. Representation of the correct 

one happens in brain and is presented against your actual actions. 

3.2.4 Agency not needed (observation errors)  

• ERN when observing errors 

Action monitoring system can also be unlocked in 

situations where you don’t perform action by yourself, 

but you see other people doing an incorrect action 

EXPERIMENT: 2 pp instead of 1. Blok A: player A who  

Condition deterministic: when learning is easy: systematic relation (condition at the 
top)(100%correct) Error monitoring should be really short cause you know what the correct 
response is 
 

does the task, while player B is only sitting and 
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observing player A. And then you swap those roles. EEG for the both. The effect is also visible, 

with some delay for the observer. 

What has been shown, this activity is different. Agency is not needed ether. So when people 

know each other or are strangers give different ERN. And it’s also different when making a 

mistake if you compete or you need to work together. 

3.2.5 Partial vs full errors  

It does not really matter if you make a partial(not that 

you push wrong button, you were on your way to the 

wrong button, but then you inhibit incorr action to then 

press the correct one) or full error. The ERN is generated 

in both cases. 

You can see this by recording EEG and EMG. 

Full error would be the mirror results of the correct trial. No 

EMG in the correct trials. 

Partial error: people activate first the incorrect button (a little 

bit EMG), there able to correct this and activate the correct 

finger. 

 

 
3 trial types. This activity must be based on the representation of the action 
Sometimes pp are not aware of the incorrect prior movement that than is 
changed online to the correct one, both have ERN. SO people don’t have to be 
aware of their mistake, and still they get an ERN, so when making a correct 
response they sometimes have ERN cause they were going to do the wrong 
thing but their system corrected it last minute. So ERN is also there for partial 
error. People are not aware of this of the incorrect prior of the finger which is 

then corrected online (in their head without them knowing) 

3.2.6 Parametric coding of error’s magnitude (if this really is flexible)  

Task with your hands while you wear glasses that affect you sight. Those glasses 

creates a mismatch between vision system and motor system. Instead of 

pointing to the correct location, pp points to a different location. Cause they 

need to adjust for this change in visual field. 

• EXPERIMENT: 
 

You have to point as fast as possible at the dot location. Calculate the distance between the 

2 points. (The dot and where you pointed) 

You can code the size of the error. How does you error negativity react 

in those different ‘colors’, different distance errors. (black is your really close, 
red is when you have a large deviation) 

Is the error system coding the error output? Then we should see 

that the signal grows in function of the magnitude of the error. 

People have prismatic adaptation effect, they will 
get it right again after a few trails. 

This is what you see. The signal seems to change with the severity of the 
mismatch. The critic systems monitors your action. If there is a mismatch, we can 
record ERN. This means the representation happens before the ENR in the brain 
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3.2.7 Variation with internalized-externalized psychopathology, it is influenced by our 
caracter traits.  

• ERN and externalizing/internalizing dimension 

 
 
 

 
• Hypo ERN with alcohol 

ERN changes in sizes depending on this specific 

psychopathically dimension. Externalizing, you 

have a small error related negativity(cause your 

monitoring has been blunted), but if 

you’re internalizing you have a large ERN. (cause their 
monitoring is increased as a default state)This 

can explain variability in the size of ERN, so there is 
interindividual difference in ERN based on this dimension. 

 
All or non effect, people who’re intoxicated, showed 

reduced ERN compared to the placebo condition. 
 
 

Prediction error signal (midbrain) 
They did a task with monkey, they saw S on screen, and saw that some never lead to a reward. And 
others always let to a reward. And some were probabilistic (25/75% you get reward). Monkey learns 
that good. Now in the test trails, we give in all roles a reward. When never getting a reward before 
when seeing a S, there is a huge firing rate, dopamatic energy fires up. Depending on the probability, 
the dopamine levels changes, when getting one when you always got one, it even has a dip.  
Dopamatic signal will happen before ERN. ERN is backdoor of the system and is the late effect. 
Dopamine will signal if there is a mismatch. 

3.2.8. Negativity. PP judge – words faster after incongruent trails, and + words faster 
after congruency. Same effect can be found for actions, pp preform simple task. Go no go 
task. In each trail you have to choose if you should go or not. If arrow turns green, you 
should push button. If you push pp to be quick, they make mistakes and press if arrow is 
blue. Now what we do, immediately after go no go decision.  A second task happens, Words 
are presented on the screen. You need to say if it was positive or negative as quick as 
possible. After this, They get FB on both. 
We look at the speed of saying it is + or -,  Fast hit, you pushed the button correctly. Error, 
you made a mistake. When pp made mistake on go no go, they are actually slower on saying 
if it’s + or – word. This is cause you need to slow down when you make an error, cause you 
need to update your action selection. Now we also see priming. People prosses negative 
words faster than + ones when they had error. And + words faster when they did a task 
right. There is an interaction effect. Cause probably there is valence linked. Negative in case 
of mistake and positive when preforming action correctly. Error is negative affective priming. 
Go no go predicts faciliatory effect of saying if it’s + or - word 
This also relates, there is association with error negativity. (de voorlaatste dia van dit blok 
nog eens kijken en al de dia’s erin steken) 
So two systems work together and parallel to assign value to action. If you are correct (goal 
conductive action, and this leads to positive emotion, and incorrect (goal obstructive) and 
you get negative emo cause you need to stop your action. 

Students were offered booze to drink. Then you invite 
them to do flanker task. You have placebo group, low dose 
of alcohol, and high dose of alcohol group. Then they 
measured their brain. Error related negativity decreases 
for drunk people vs non drunk ones. People still process 
visual S properly. But the ERN is less sharp on the response 
level when they were drunk. Same effect were found on 
people who are really addicted or are more impurely cause 
it’s their caracter 
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3.3. Conclusions  

1. “Feedback loop” enables action monitoring 
2. Representation of action is already stored somewhere that guides performance monitoring: current vs 

expected prediction, so you can say this is automatic 
3. ERN can be used to trace or measure (action) monitoring 
4. ERN is rapid and automatic (unconscious?), but also flexible, uses info available, if there is no info, there is 

no monitoring. When prediction error happens via dopamine before that, first dopamine happens. 
Monitoring effect changes depending on your state. (when you internalize or externalize)(it’s an open 
loop taking into account effect of the contact (you as a subject))(when error is large, you need bigger ERN 
compared to when error is little) 

5. Thereby probably provides an efficient coding of the action value: what is good vs what is 
bad 

Conclusion 
 
1.“Feedbackloop” enables action monitoring, predictions are used to guide monitoring 
2.“Representation” of action: currents. expected; prediction signal 
3.ERN can be used to trace or measure (action) monitoring 
4.ERN is rapid and automatic (unconscious, you’re not always aware), but also flexible (cf. transfer to feedback & fine-
grained coding of error magnitude) 
5. Negativity of error captured by the ERN; early affective processing during monitoring (negative emotion can belong with 
error making) 
6.Iprovides an efficient coding of the action values either good or bad, thereby fostering learning and adaptive goal-
directed behaviour 
We are not reacting 
Trade of between a system that’s really stereotypical, firing whenever error happens, at same time allow flexibility to allow 
goal adaptive behaviour. Adaptation is stronger for large error than low error.

When you look at patients (OCD, anxiety people) vs healthy 
subject in a task. They see error negativity is larger when having 
OCD. Even though they make the same amount of mistakes. 
ERN is way larger in them.  

In meta analysis on the effect of OCD/anxiety on ERN. You see the mean 
of all of them, global effect size, with using different patients, you 
always find this effect, increase in ERN versus healthy people. And what 
do they have in common? It’s driven by apprehension, you expect bad 
things to happen to you, you view the world as negative towards you. 
The apprehension is the one that increases ERN. 
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• Confusion between the differences between self and emotion regulation -> how can we 

discriminate these 2? (from cognition(control) to emotion(negative value)) 

• The core of this lesson is emotion regulation, but before we can dive in this subject we need to 

learn a bit about self-regulation first 

 

• Unspecific dimensions used in some papers: 

Self-regulation Emotion regulation 

− Intrinsic (coming from yourself) 
 

− Unconscious 

− Automatic 

− Implicit 
− Proactive 
− Mal-adaptive 

− Extrinsic (stimulus in environment that 
‘triggers’ the emotion regulation) 

− Conscious 

− Controlled 

− Explicit 
− Reactive 
− Adaptive 

 none of these are 100% correct 

These dimensions are not rigorous, you can easily find exceptions, you have cases from self-

regulation that’s controlled or conscious for example. The same for emotion regulation, this 

can be automatic, pro-active… The one dissociation that might be the most used is the 

implicit/explicit: it is often the case that self-regulation is not triggered by explicit instructions, 

explicit association 

But by emotion regulation the link is more explicit 

 BUT it’s still a loose conception 

• Useful dimensions 

Looking at the history of psychology: 

− Self-regulation was mostly used in models of motivation 

− Different research line for emotion regulation: cognitive psychology 

− They are actually the same but have been developed in independent research fields 

Self-regulation Emotion Regulation 

− Development (of kids)/ Motivation 
(Walter Mischel /Roy Baumeister) 

− Capacity/Resources /Effort; we can rely 
on resource but these are not unlimited, 
you can end up with depletion 

- Sequence effects (ego depletion is how 
we measure this) 

− “Marshmallow” 

− Cognition/Clinical 
(James Gross) 

− Processes, cognitive processes that can 
change emotion 

− Attention/Analysis/ Interpretation 
 

− Reappraisal, allows to apply emotion 
regulation and feel better 

These two cross one another often, how your experiment is devised, you can even measure them both, they can 
belong to the same continuum (regulation/control) 

4.1.2 Self-regulation strongly related to  self-control  

• Feedback loop: self-regulation 

whenever we execute a specific action/behavior. There’s a comparison 
boing made between the action itself (input) and the representation of this 
action that preexists. Allow to asses if our action is correct or not/good er bad 
(output). Self-regulation is assumed to be based on this model 

4.1.1 Self-regulation vs emotion-regulation 

4.1 Self-regulation 

4. Emotion regulation 

If there’s a mismatch between the representation and the incoming action, you take action, you do something, 
cause what is happening is not in line with what should be done. This is the notion of feedback loop. We can 
also see that the FB loop is also there for general behaviour. You have a behaviour cause prior to it you 
activated specific goals, you act to them. The incoming behaviour can be different to the goal behaviour. If 
there is a mismatch you do something, change your behaviour, avoid it or turn to another behaviour to restore 
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 Why would the feedback loop not operate perfectly? 

− Actual comparison is not correct 

− You don’t accumulate enough evidence 

− not setting goals in proper way, you need to have hierarchy in them 

Picture: summary of principles for breakdown in self-

regulation. If people don’t regulate properly, maybe 

somewhere in the feedback loop information was not 

processed properly. Example: motivation is really low 

The feedback-loop itself has also limited capacity. When you compare the actual behavior and the 

representation of the behavior, this needs energy and time. If you do this repeatedly it’s likely 

that you’re going to be depleted. You’re going to consume many important capacities or 

recourses every time the loop is activated and therefor this is going to cause a challenge. If you 

use the loop too much, it’s not going to work efficiently anymore. 

4.1.3 “Ego depletion” logic (resources)  

• We use the loop too much, afterwards we’re likely to have a breakdown in self-regulation 

because the loop doesn’t operate properly anymore. 

• The expected value of control (EVC) model 

Link between motivation and cognitive control. When 

we want to increase attention to the task relevant 

feature, this is not purely done on response conflict. 

But also reward process and the cost related to it. 

Based on these things you decide to put the effort in 

the task. 

This model doesn’t consider that once you do this 

extensively, you deplete the loop or compromise the 

ability to engage extra attention. You have used all 

sources available 

• Control is effortful/energy consuming (resources are limited) Walter Mishel, shown in the marshmallow experiment:  
pp get marshmallow, told they can’t eat it, after one hour they get two if they didn’t do that. 

Very good example of self-regulation, it shows clearly that control is effortful 

• If all resources are consumed (depletion), then less control available 

• An experiment with adults, first one roy poy master 

PHASE 1 :pp needed to go to the lab in the morning to do a 

problem solving task. When the pp enters the lab there is a 

nice smell of coffee and chocolate 

3different conditions: 

Con 1: they had to eat a bawl of radish (conflict between nice 

smell but have to eat radish instead) 

Con 2: they could eat some chocolate (compatible condition) 

Con 3: no food (control condition) 

PHASE 2: Experiment itself: solve a puzzle (very difficult, almost impossible) 

Dependent variable= time people spend on trying to solve the puzzle 

Dependent variable= how many different attempts to solve the puzzle 

EFFECT: pp in the radish condition spend the least time or less tries to solve the puzzle  

give up quicker. = real depletion. No energy left to try very long to solve the puzzle 

Don’t see a gain for the chocolate condition (no positive effect) 

 less ability to exert control cause of depletion

The match between the two. You self-regulate cause you have a goal in mind and check if your behaviour agrees with this standard or not. FB loop: at top 
comparator that compares. What comes out of this, effect from environment and then you have to process the input info again. Loop system is very 
efficient, but at each of the levels with an arow you can have problems/noise, for instance your system can be really good at detecting mismatch but is 
maybe very sensitive for external disturbance which is going to blurr input function, this is why self-regu can be weak, or if you don’t set proper goals, 
then the incoming behaviour can’t be compared and therefor no mismatch can be detected, so self-regulation can also be poor 
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• Another experiment 

 
Ego depletion logic 

Dependent variable= ERN 

PHASE 1: 

2 groups of participants: 

a. Watching a movie while (not a pleasant one, 

a surgery) 

b. Watch the same movie + suppress emotion 

response 

PHASE 2: pp complete a Stroop-task (conflict related task). Look at behavior and brain 

activation 

RESULTS: pp in the suppress condition showed reduced error monitoring effect (ERN) 

= depletion effect. Lower ERN during second task. When you have to do a 

second task immediately after the first, you’re depleted. Which means that 

the error detect system is less effective, suppression takes a lot of energy 

 

• Definition: 

= Emotion regulation is defined by both the intrinsic (can be driven by internal stimuli) and 

extrinsic (can be driven by external contingency’s bv seeing snake) processes involved in 

the monitoring (Look at what you want to do and then vergelijk if it’s a match, than->), 

evaluating and moderating of emotional responses. 

− The target of emotion regulation is the emotional response 

− Trigger can be inside (you feel something in your body), or an external extrinsic stimulus 

− 2 steps 

1. A specific emotion is unlocked 

2. Later in time we engage or not regulation 

 emotion and the regulation are 2 different things 

Regulation can change emotion but not the other way around 

Emotion and regulation 

a) Emotion and regulation are two different things 

b) Regulation (is a secondary reaction) influences emotion , not the other way around 

c) The order: first emotion, then regulation 

d) Implication: emotion without regulation is possible 

e) For some authors and models: emotion is less permeable to culture/ norms/ language 

than regulation 

Emotion is genetic, automatic and shared in cultures 

Regulation is unique to human and shaped by 

cultures/norms 

Emotion regulation is mostly responsible for 

changing/altering a secondary reaction. 

2 phases: 

1. Primary reaction: corresponds to emotional 

response 

2. Secondary reaction: emotion regulation 

4.2.1 Emotion-regulation  cognition (processes) 

4.2 Emotion-regulation 

You plot an emotion, early on there is primary reaction witch triggers emotional 
response, then you have different things you can do, keep it the same, upregulate 
or down regulate.  
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Primary reaction is difficult to influence, but later in time when primary reaction is accomplished, we 

can influence the time course of the emotional reaction ( up-regulate (pleasure; positive) or down- 

regulate (negative, aversive) it). 

The magnitude of the emotional reaction also influence the secondary reaction 

EXAMPLE: addicted to drugs. Sensitivity will be lower compared to someone who isn’t addicted so 

the emotional reaction will be higher. 

4.2.2 Emotion regulation at different levels  

• These 2 phases can concern different things 

Emotion regulation can apply in different 

levels, these correspond to different levels of 

attraction 

A. Hedonic needs: need-oriented emotion regulation 

− Turning attention away from negative information or towards positive information 

− Interpretative biases 

− Bodily activities such as binge eating or smoking 

First level (lowest level) 
C. Goal pursuits: goal-oriented emotion regulation 

− Distraction through cognitive load 

− Cognitive reappraisal 

− Bodily activities such as expressive suppression, response exaggeration, and venting 

− Distal or proximal goals 

Second level 

This level is used in the lab 

D. Maintenance of the global personality: person-oriented emotion regulation 

− Attentional counter regulation 

− Cognitive activities such as expressive writing or accessing autobiographical memories 

− Bodily activities such as controlled breathing and progressive muscle relaxation 

Third level (complexest level) 

4.2.3 Emotion regulation as goal-directed process  

Emotion regulation can be conceived as a 

goal directed process 

We have a goal (goal often related to 

feelings, triggers emo regulation) emotion is 

an appraisal of the situation, this leads to 

reaction. Based on these feelings we decide 

to change the feelings by applying a strategy. 

The strategy can target different things. Then we assume that the effect of the strategy only 

effects the thing where the strategy was focused on. As a result the effect can be that you 

for example experience positive feelings. 

Psychology is not so effective to change feelings. Psychologist will say: focus on S or appraisal, or your 
body, and then bv give advice: if you feel something there, try to change it
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A more effective strategy is to change the appraisal (the evaluation) of the feeling. You try to 

target this, cognitively, after the evaluation of the situation 

4.2.4 The process model of emotion regulation  

• James Gross 

This model assumes that there are multiple strategies 

competing with each other. Which strategy is used at a 

specific time depends on specific factors. 

Regulation can only happen in a reactive reaction, in 

retrospect. You come across something you weren’t 

expecting, you can then only regulate pos hoc and suppress the emotion. 

You can also have situations where you have a learning process and already can anticipate (prior 

knowledge) if a specific trigger will unlock a specific emotion. You can also anticipate how you 

will deal with situation when being there. 

In the model you can see the full sequence of cognitive process. Bottom-up sequence. 

You also have top-down (backloop) regulation: 

a. Select specific situations when you know this will trigger specific emotions (for instance move to a save 
area to avoid spiders) 

b. Change the evaluation = reappraisal (you can’t avoid spiders, so you have to tell yourself that they 
aren’t so scary, you change the meaning of the situation) 

c. When the emotion is elicited, suppress (inhibition based) the actual behavior or 

psychological consequence of it (you block expression at the expression level, downplay 

emotion, block manifestation of feat in your body) 

d. We regulate at a late stage, once confronted the spiders, we’re going to regulate again 

Fixed sequence of process. 

Emotion regulation is an iterative process where you can 

decide to engage regulation at different levels to 

prepare yourself 

For example: we can decide to regulate at the situation 

level and decide to approach or avoid the situation. 

But if the situation can’t be avoided, then you have to use attention and try to focus on some 

factors of the situation and try to ignore the other parts. If that’s not possible, you can 

reappraise the situation and say the spider isn’t that scary. And if that’s not possible you can 
suppress the emotion at the response level (lower the impact of emotion), so these reactions all happen 
at a regulation level after it pasted all 4 stages first. 
Problems James Gross has, some are at a late stage, this is maladaptive, cause a suppression is maladaptive 

4.2.5 Emotion Regulation Questionnaire by James Gross  

This allows to see what strategy a 

person is more likely to use in the daily 

life. 

You contrast suppression to reappraisal: 

according to Gross these are the 2 most 

common regulation strategies. 
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4.2.6 The process model of emotion regulation  

According to Gross one strategy is 

adaptive and the other maladaptive. 

 
When pp use extensively suppression, we 

light see maladaptive behavior 

 
We have a situation, in the situation you 

can decide on what aspect you should pay 

attention. What is the meaning of the 

aspects you’re paying attention to? Then 

there will be an emotional response unlocked and you can decide to suppress it or not. Only using reappraisal 
is also not okay, if you can anticipate, use reappraisal, if not, use suppression, if this is different, it will be less 
adaptive. 

• How do we know that suppression is maladaptive? 

Based on 2 researches: 

A. Emotion Regulation and psychopathology 

You see that people with depression, anxiety, eating disorder 

score low on reappraisal and high on suppression. 

 

Suppression only used in people with clinical disorders  
 
 
 
 

 
B. Emotion regulation and psychophysiology 

 
When pp watch an unpleasant movie and are asked to 

suppress their negative emotions (the other group doesn’t 

suppress, they’re able to do that. They can reduce the 

amount of negative emotions in their behavior. But you 

increase arousal! You need a lot of arousal to suppress the 

negative emotions. We know that when arousal increases 

excessively, this is negative for cognitive behavior. 

2 groups of pp (suppression and no suppression) 

Examined different kinds of behavior. 2 time units: during the movie and after. 

Goal oriented process: suppress expression in the body (blink). They can diminish disgust 

behavior, face movement, face touching, body movement, but Even thought pp are asked to 

block and blink as less as possible, we see the blink rate is increasing compared to the non- 

suppression condition. Blink rate is correlated to arousal. Blink rate is a measure of stress, 

when animals under stress, they blink more. In experience group, they suppress, but in 

doing that they feel something negative. 

When you ask pp to suppress their emotions and score this (ask 

them how they felt during the movie). Non-effective strategy, not 

really a difference between the 2 conditions. 

If suppression was effective, then the black bar would be lower 

than the white bar. But instead they feel as much as the no 

How do patients fill in this questionnaire, the outcome: many patients, in 
particular internalizing psychopathology (depression, anxiety) they never 
use reappraisal. They do the opposite, they supress. First evidence 
suppression might not be good cause we see it in patients 

suppression strategy. So with suppression you 
don’t have any gain. 
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Measuring of the physiology (skin conductance level). Suppression goes hand in hand with arousal. Suppressing increases 
arousal. Even if told in the instructions that they have to suppress. So suppressing things is arousing, to shut down your 
body, you need arousal cause you need to monitor your body carefully. Increasing arousal isn’t negative, but it’s often 
paired with negative emotion. This is the Downside of suppression. SO no clear gain at a suppression level. We see side 
effect from conditions were nothing happens and they are negative. 

• If all resources are consumed (depletion), then less control available 

Experiment with the unpleasant movie 

There was a phase 2: doing a Stroop-task 

EEG 

Pp who were suppressing, they showed lower and blunted ERN 

This is explained by ego depletion 

Connection between one specific emotion regulation strategy (suppression) and self-regulation Suppression can lead to 
depletion, decrease self-control. So If from the questionnaire, your pp tells you they use suppression, you have to tell them 
there are a lot of negative consequences with that, it’s energy expensive. 

4.2.7 Time matters  

• 2 ‘families’ of regulation 

a. You wait until the response and then suppress the behavior (only when the emotion is 

already unlocked) 

b. Proactively, change the situation, attention or evaluation (value) 

 depending on when you start to regulate, this activate a specific process. 

• Generic timing hypothesis 

Earliest strategy is situation modification. But in most 

cases this isn’t possible. So you go a step further in time 

and try another regulation process following the sequence 

of cognitive process. 

 
 
 
 
 

Down-regulating emotions before they are “up and 

running” is always easier than down-regulating emotions 
once they have gathered force. 

 
According to Gross, there is a cycle from situation to 
response. Many iterations of this process. Reappraisal is 
often used in a proactive manner, before the emotion 
reaction is getting too high (first grafiek). In case of 
suppression(second grafiek), you 

wait until the response is unlocked and emotion reaction will be too high. And the impact of the 
suppression will be limited. 
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4.2.8 Intensity matters  

• Process specific timing hypothesis 

There is a trigger or situation that will be evaluated (good or 

bad) + specific magnitude/intensity associated (low or high) 

If magnitude is really high, use distraction (attention): 

because this is the most efficient and least costly regulation 

you can use to downplay the impact of the emotional 

situation. 

But if the trigger is low: you can use reappraisal. Changing the 

meaning if the intensity is low to modulate. Reappraisal is to 

energy consuming when the amplitude is already really high. 

Distraction (allocate attention to specific elements of the situation): early filter 

Reappraisal: selection of this strategy is late (happens at the evaluation level). You can use this if 

there’s still room to give the situation another value. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RESULTS: 

Depending on the level of the first emotional reaction, pp choose 

either reappraisal or distraction. 

Show a prime emotional stimulus. Then they can choose the 

strategy. Then they see the stimulus again. At the end of the trial 

you ask the pp to report – or + valence. 

2 critical factors: 

i. Manipulate intensity of the emotional stimulus 

ii. Type of regulation chosen by the pp, they are free to choose 

 

Systematic link between intensity and preferred strategy 

Low intensity: pp spontaneously choose reappraisal 

High emotional intensity: opposite. Distraction is preferred. Cause 
reappraisal is not effective enough. 
You can see this if you use static image or electric shock. Low elec shock 
you going to say it’s not that bad, high elec shock thinking about vacation 
to distract yourself. Intensity matters, depending on it you pick your 
strategy. 

4.2.9 Distancing  

• Another strategy! 

• Distance/perspective 

= As a subject you seek to increase the distance between you and the situation/trigger. 

Little similar to reappraisal, there is also kind of re-interpretation of the situation 

If you’re spider phobic and you come across a spider. If the spider is close, you start feeling bad 

and want to escape. You can decide to use distancing. Tell yourself that there is some distance 

between you and the spider. 

This distance can be created by many things 
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4.2.10 Reappraisal 

 

4 different strategies of distancing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

•  

• Study about distancing: 

a. Prior to the experiment: 

(aversive condition with shocks) 

‘‘I am here in my [‘Special Place’], feeling safe and comfortable. Those emotions out there 

cannot reach me here. Nothing bothers me.’’+ relaxation + 1 week exercise practice 

 complex distancing of multiple strategies. (mostly objective) 

b. During the experiment: 

anxiety (shock) vs no anxiety (safe) 

Regulation vs Focus on emotion 

(no regulation) 

RESULTS: 

Red bar: difference between no 

regulation and active regulation 

 when pp not regulate they 

report a high level of anxiety. 

Clear interaction effect: if no shock, 

nothing will happen, but when you 

get shocks, if people use distancing, 

they report less negative emotion, 

less higher heart rate ans subjective 

skin conduction (arousal) 

 

This strategy is typically used in settings where you prepare the 

pp. You give them cues/ instruction prior to the situation. 

4 conditions: increase or decrease emotionality. Control 

condition passively looking at the S 

 
RESULTS: 

When pp had to increase their emotions, they report more 

unpleasant feelings than the control condition. And the pp 

in the control condition report more unpleasant feelings 

than in the decrease condition (where they reappraise) 

This effect is prior to the stimulus on set, effect is seen at the subjective 
level, but at the physical level this cannot be seen

Instead of reappraisal reinterpretation (which we normally look at) we take a 
look at distancing. 
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4.2.11 Suppression 

Reappraisal is not effective in terms of physiology. 

Reappraisal has a sort of mirror image compared to 

suppression. Suppression changed the physiology 

and does not work very efficiently. Reappraisal has 

the opposite effect: beneficial effect in terms of 

feelings and the physiology is not changed. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
RESULTS: 

They also looked at the intensity, but it’s not important here. 

A lot of negative emotions when people were watching the picture without 

emotional regulatory. BUT we see little decrease for suppression compared to 

view (control condition). Reduction of negativity is seen in the distraction 

condition. You distract yourself away from – emo, this is efficient and works 

Brain activity (EEG).  

When pp were viewing the emotional S (black), you 

have a very large emotional reaction. 

When pp were using suppression, you have a little 

decrease of emotional reaction (red). 

The largest decrease is found for distraction(blue)! Also in low 
intensity condition this is found  

 

If you look at distraction 

across many studies, you see 

that distraction has a 

beneficial effect. The same is 

true for different forms of re- 

appraisal. 

Suppression has no beneficial 

effects on emotion 

regulation, on subjective 

value, behavioral and 

physiological levels. 

suppression does not work 

 
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE DIFFERENT STRATEGY DEPENDS ON THE CONTEXT 

IT’S NOT A GENERAL PRINCIPLE! 
(suppression can also be positive if you are not prepared for specific situation, only way to cope is suppression, 
so when you have nothing else available to use, suppression is good, that’s why we see a healthy balance in 
healthy people)

They showed people after the emotional image, we offered them 
distractors 
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4.3 Conclusion  

1. Emotion regulation and self-regulation are different, these two probably belong to the same axes, it’s just 
another way of looking 

2. Emotion regulation can be conceived as a goal directed process, there is a mismatch with your goal 
3. Target( and measure ) is often feelings , but the strategy could be focused on another 

component (stimulus, evaluation or response) 
4. There are different emotion regulation strategies 
5. Suppression is not adaptive (it’s not perse not good) 
6. Distancing can be dissociated from reappraisal (cause with one you distance yourself) 
7. Choice of strategy can be explained by several factors/ moderators : time and intensity 

(context, flexibility). 
8. Reappraisal and distancing are effective subjective level/ feelings ); suppression not/less 
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General framework to explain what is going on when 

emotion is elicited (compares emotion vs non-emotion 

triggers)  

(zie slide, models: we assume there is a trigger outside, or 

trigger could also be internally regulated, look at is from 

behavioral point of view, look at behavior (withdrawal) 

we can also look at physiological responses, freezing, 

fighting, they are a consequence of regulation, after 

appraisal we should see something happen at the three levels, most of the time the phys respons remains 

unspecific, not really related to the emotion being expressed, depending on what you sample and also how 

you measure it 

When the emotion is elicited you can trace it at multiple levels (the green boxes) 

1. Action tendencies: if you’re fearful, the urge to flee, move… 

2. Physiological responses elicited after the trigger: 

3. Activation of the muscle to reflect emotions 

This differentiation in the middle is not really 100%, everything is actually based on the 

physiology 

• CNS (central) VS ANS (peripheral) 

The neuro/psycho-physiology 

Physiological effect related to the ANS (autonomic 

neuro system) 

Peripheral (spine): division between motor and sensory 

neurons. In psychology  we’re  interested in the motor neurons who 

controls involuntary responses. 

There is yet another division: sympathetic and parasympathetic. 

They target the same organs (lung, pancreas, digestive system, heart…) 

Sympathetic is about speeding up the peripheral system 

Parasympathetic is the opposite: slows down/put a break on physiologically processes 
Usually division between czs and pzs, division motor neurons and sensory neurons, discuss today top down signal, 
evaluation of the trigger, your brain changes the periphery, focus on autonomic nervous system, showing effect following 
something happening in the brain, sympathetic – speed up, working together with parasympathetic – slow down --> 
homeostasis, balance, react to them in a appropriate manner, all those emotions need flexibility in the response, ANS can 
modify orders to what you should do with these emotions, homeostasis 

5.2 Periphery (ANS)  
Right side is the inhibitory system 

These 2 systems have non overlapping in the anatomy of the spinal cord. But they target the same set of 

organs. 

(symp ++, ANS,  parasymp --) most of the time its difficult to know if the effect you get is symp, parasymp or already an 

integration  

• Multitude of measures 

We’re only going to focus on a few of them 

• Which measure and why? (not to know by heart) 

5.1 Introduction 

5. Psychophysiology of emotion 
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One problem: there are multiple measures available. Left: cardiovascular 

Right up: respiration 

Right down: electro dermatologic 
Depending on which measure you use, you will assess different affect! Take this in account 

Some of these measures are easily record, but lack specificity (skin conductance response) 
heart rate and heart rate variability are not the same!!! They are sensitive to the balance (respiratory not really discussed, 

focus on cardiovascular) 
sample 4 signals (skin conductance, measure pupil (additional 
category) 

(control brig
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Sensors placed on the face on specific locations You can asses valence. All the muscles in the face 

Focus on either one or group of muscles Zygomaticus for + emotions 
Corrugator for – emotions Surprise: focus on the frontalis 
 
Electrodes, depending on where you put them, make 
claims about valence (?) zygomatic major right (smile, 
happiness) corrugator (frowning, anger) both of them --> 
make claims about valence (valence??) which mood they are 
in, presence or absence of (negative/positive) emotions 
A lot of muscles in the face, goal = measure zygomaticus as well 
as the corrugator  
Make a difference between a real smile and a fake smile  
Slide (grafiek) EMG in the face recorded, while people were 
watching happy or angry faces, zyg  and corr, 2 emotions, 
interaction, zyg activates for happiness but not for anger, 
opposite effect for anger in the corr, corr fires for anger, but 
is not active for a happy emotion --> valence, the other 
measures we are going to discuss do not allow you to make 
claims about valence 
Corrugator allows you to measure anger, zyg area measures 
happiness. Facial EEG can allow you to make claims about 
valence. 
 

Facial Electro-myography (EMG) A. 

5.2.1 Facial expression 
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ANS which you can measure looking at the sweating, chance the electrical activity (ANS 
measure change … example zie slide, study: pp visual task, push button when bar had a specific 
orientation, 4 blocks, 1 block, push and you can receive a unpleasant sound, increases arousal 
(anxious), BT (loud noise creates a threat to your body) this is the condition that should increase 
skin conduction PST (psychosocial threat, told there is no sound but at the end of the block they 
will receive an evaluation, it is psychosocial, performance is going to be compared, also stress 
inducing but very different, there is no threat to your body, ruminative effect, worry about 

performance, mental treat, this condition should not make you sweat, not something that increases ANS) 

Measure mean level SCL, BT, SCL level increases a lot, increase is related to bodily threat, because we don’t see 
the same in the PST condition, however you fear a feedback, it is not increasing your bodily arousal, control 
condition --> habituation 

Different types of emotions comparing 

A. Process simple visual stimuli 

B. Specific affective state condition: for each conditions were 2 blocks. First a baseline where nothing 

happened. Then there was a manipulation (test block). Con 1: no specific emotion was elicited. But the 

task became more difficult. What would 

happen at the SCL (task load) 

Con 2: introduce sounds. In the baseline it 

would be a safe/nice sound. Test block an 

annoying sound (aversive). 

Create anxiety 

Con 3: control condition. No difference 

between baseline and test block 

Con 4: psycho social threat. Negative 

feedback, increase a negative reaction. PP are 

going to worry about their performance. 

What happens when you compare bodily 
threat (sound) to PST (feedback) at the SCL 
RESULTS: 

Con 3: control condition: SCL decreases when 

you go from base line to test. Habituation 

Con 1: very similar to control condition Con 2: in the test block the SCL increases Con 4: no 

increase! 

If you look at the SCR (R = Response) instead of the SCL (the red arrows). Relate SCL to specific triggers (the 

specific sounds (pleasant vs aversive)). Dash line are the -/aversive sounds. If you look at the neutral sound, 

there is no chance of the SCR. If you start to play an aversive sound, you see the typical pattern of the SCR. 

Very large response for the very first sound. As time progresses, the activity decreases across time! 

(what happens immediately after the sound, each time the skin conductance is high, however there is 

habituation, response weakens after time, think deeply about your design to avoid measuring skin 

conduction when they already habituated, sympathetic effects, start to regulate emotions at a regular level, 

response at skin level decreases) skin conduction decreases in total 

HABITUATION EFFECT!

A. Skin conductance level (SCL) 

5.2.2 Electrodermal 
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A. Heart rate (HR) 

5.2.3 Cardiac 

ECG (Electro cardio gram) 

The speed at which we can register those partials 

corresponding to the cardiac activity. 

Heart rate changes depending on emotion Safe condition 

(neutral sound) 

Threat condition: aversive sound is played 
Larger decrease HR for the threat condition, 

compare to the safe condition 

Freezing of your body. Is sometimes helpful (can adapt) 

This is called: fear bradycardia = systematic slowing down of 

the HR in response of – stimuli Arousal and fear 

Similar to measuring the skin conductance, both habituation 
(magnitude of the response decreases) you don’t speed up, you slow down, measure heart rate, bpm are lower 
compared to the situation when you come across the CS-, you’re freezing, break effect, heart stops or decreases 
beating, important effect, related to freezing in animals, freezing is helping you to collect things from you’re 
environment, it is not shutting down, it’s the opposite, selective increased sampling of the environment, see 
reduction of the bits rate, decrease in response to the stimulus, related to specific events 
 
(slide)HR bpm, baseline TSST (Trier social stress test) (extreme version of evaluative feedback, told that you have 
10minutes to give a talk to experts, prepare a speech) after TSST, HR increases under stress and negative 
emotions, probably related to sympathetic effects 

B.  Heart rate variability (HRV)  

Not only looking at the speed (bit per minute), also look at the variability of 

this across time (instead of looking at the mean, look at sd) (how do they 

change across time) different waves correlates to specific signal, most 

common = R-wave, moves through the ventricles, check how did they 

change across time, distance, do you speed up or slow down? Don’t want to 

know mean level, but increased or decreased rate, add to heart rate 

measure 

If we look at a broader span, we can look at hart rate changes across time 

Heart rate changes as a function of specific situations/stimuli (a single event) 

HRV looks wider 

Each cycle of your heart is characterized by electroactivity and this 

electroactivity is mostly visible by R-wave (largest electrical wave). 

The shorter the interbeat interval, the faster the heart rate. Now we 

look at the variability of the interbeat interval. We measure this 

change. This is an important index of adaptability (well-being). If you 

have a not flexible heart beat interval → pp who have problems, 

who worry perseverative cognition 

Relaxed happy condition: very regular oscillation of the heart rate 

across time 

If you move to a stressful situation, there’s a change in variability. 
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Change is most visible for frequency. 

By happy condition, the frequency is high. In the stressed condition, the frequency is lower. This is expected. 

Do we see change in HR or HRV or both? Change in transitions  
If you have an unhealthy pp, the HRV will be the same from the stressed condition in the happy 

condition (low variability) (because HRV is already high in the ‘happy’ condition) (how do HR en HRV 

differ from one another) 

This variability allows to cope affective with specific external situations. 
This because the situation changes and you have to be aware. 

On average each second a beat, when you induce stressor, we see a decrease in RR. If you don’t see 

change, this individual isn’t healthy, he’s constantly anxious. HRV is strongly connected to health. Predictive 

of abnormal behaviour: rumination, abnormal reaction to stress. HRV goes down in stress so the heart can 

pump more blood in your body. 

The R-R distance 

Arrow: task instruction = external stimuli, tells the pp that stress is about to come, HR changes. 

HR in the rest vs in the stress: big 
variability! 

TSST= Trier Social Stressed Test 

(instructed to give a speech out of 

nowhere) 

3 phases: 

- base line: relaxed 

- stress induction 

task is ended 

On average each second a beat, when you induce stressor, we see a decrease in RR. If you don’t see change, this 
individual isn’t healthy, he’s constantly anxious. HRV is strongly connected to health. Predictive of abnormal behaviour: 
rumination, abnormal reaction to stress. HRV goes down in stress so the heart can pump more blood in your body. 

HR is the mean 

HRV is the standard deviation between the mean HR of the different conditions 

 
At rest we have a stable RR distance ➔ every second there is 1 beat (cardiac rhythm) decrease of the RR – speed up, 
massive change, heartrate increases, then you recover, deal with this event, as a human subject you can regulate yourself, 
therefore heartrate changes, decreases again, compute sd  
Measured to look how you adapt, 
the more change the healthier, if 
they don’t they don’t adapt to the 
stressor, if they’re anxious heart 
rate is not comparable, they don’t 
show this drastic change, HRV is 
therefore strongly connected to 
health, predictive of adaptive 
behavior like rumination, 
overreactive to stress, depression, 
hr is more a sympathetic affect in 
response to negative stimuli, 
compare 
HRV is high at baseline, variability decreases during stressor and increases later once it’s behind you, sensitive to arousal, 
measure adds up to HR because it shows (…)   

important in the environment. HR just shows there is arousal. HRV and HR show different things. HRV is sometimes 
contaminated by respiration, you need to correct for breathing in HRV. It’s good to show HRV, not good if you don’t 
show it in a stressor. HRV 
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Pupil size changes in function of many factors, for light 

But in the psychology we look at something that is related at the endogenous 

effect, LC neurons. LC (locus coeruleus), structure in the brain that can change 

the size of the pupil. When we stimulate these neurons, the pupil will dilate. If 

you deactivate the neurons, pupil will constrict. This is not related to an 

external trigger. 

LC is in a place in the brain where norepinephrine is generated, and therefor 

arousal related reaction can be elicited. 

Size of pupil is modulated by arousal (ANS) 

You can also connect this change to a NTM (noradrenaline, norep…)  

When you’re aroused there is a specific nucleus firing 

Track size of the pupil, in relation to the activity in the locus coeruleus (predict eye behavior), when 

activity locus goes up, you dialate (1-on-1 mapping) arousal mediated by a NTM system in the brain 

• The Locus Coeruleus-Norepinephrine (LC-NE) System 

By measuring the pupil we can inform whether the PP is aroused 

or not. 

This change is irrespective of the influence of light on the pupil. 

Methodological level: you need to match light across the trials 

• Yerkes-Dodson Relationship 
Activity of this system is peculiar: not a dose response function where the 
higher, the better. The YDR means that there’s a relationship between the tonic LC 
activity and performance. 

What does this mean? If your LC activity is to little, you’re in a state of non-
alertness (almost sleepiness). If LC is high, then you’re in a state of distractibility. 

Too much aroused. 2 extremes are not good for information processing. If an important stimulus s presented, you’re 
going to miss it. Attention is too low or too high. The optimal is in between! A 

little bit of activity, not to little or high, whereby if there’s a specific task/event that has to be 

processed. You’ll achieve the most optimal info processing at this level. 
 
Effect is flexible and finetuned, activity can change depending on your state, there is this u-inversion relationship between 
arousal and performance, if your arousal is too high, you’re distracted, if it is too low, you’re not attentive, you’re sleepy, 
you miss important events, you need to get an optimal level to show you’re best behavior, activate locus in a phasic 

manner and in this way release NOR, dilate pupil shortly, stop, 
prepare for next stimulus, best profane you can receive (cognitive 
efficiency)  
 

 YERKES DODSON RELATIONSHIP

A. Pupil dilation 

5.2.4 Eye-related 

These 2 measures provide different information, HRV is sometimes hard to measure because it can be contaminated with 
respiratory artefacts (breathing rhythm) variability is good for your health  
HRV high at baseline, decrease during distressor, increases after, the shape of HRV shows that you adapt to something 
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When you measure the pupil you have to take this in account. effort! 

The pupil size also track the amount of effort  

PP are asked to exert effort (cue) in different amounts Squeeze very hard, or weakly 

RESULTS: pupil size captures the intensity of effort level. Small intensity level (low effort), little pupil size 

change. But increase the intensity if the effort, the pupil size increased in term 

The more effort, the more dilation, the larger the pupil will become Is the reported effect related to arousal as such? Or 
already reflects  
Pupil dilation 

 
Effect is visible late, a few seconds after the onset, pupil size changes depending on effort, dilate 
more under high effort, effort refers to contraction of your hand, monotonic increase, the more 
effort, the larger the pupil (not linear) energize your body, probably involve locu, if you look at the 
pupil size you need a long interval between trials, if you would use one stimulus per second, it 
would be too fast for the pupil, you need long interstimulus intervals➔ not only related to 
arousal, also related to effort 

 

B. Startle effect (blink)  
Place 2 electrodes under the eye-lid, pick up the activity from the orbicularis 
oculi. 
We startle the pp: there will be an systematic reaction of this muscle. (protection 
of the eye) (loud noise, blink, protective, reflex where you want to close your eye, 
probably driven by amygdala)  
Even if the stimulus is not that aversive and the pp does not close their eyes, the 
muscle will fire. 
Assess the extent to which the startle change RESULTS: startle reflex changes 
depending on valance 
Look around the eye (difference real and fake smile) 
While you watch the S, we startle them and measure the activity of 

the muscle. 

Reflex changes in size, depending on the valence of the stimulus in 
the outside world. 

We can measure this reflex while you emotional stimuli, attach 
electrodes, while you watch stimuli you’re startled, loud noise, while 
you’re startles you watch pleasant/ neutral or unpleasant stimuli, 
measure size of your pupil, your reflex, change depending on the 
emotional valence, larger reflex when you process unpleasant 
stimuli, neutral condition in between, more willing to close your eyes 
when you’re startled and you’re watching something unpleasant, 
effect is facilitated by neg emotion and contracted by positive 
emotion 

Cardiac activity and electrodermal act don’t say anything about 
valence, say something about arousal 
 

Here we can make an interpretation of valence! You can’t do this 
whit SCL nor pupil size. 
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C. Spontaneous eye blink rate (EBR)  

Measure the amounts of blinks an pp executes. Indirect measure of dopamine. (zie vorige week 
suppression, blink more)  

If dopamine is released excessively, intern your motor cortex will change, you’ll blink more, 
facilitation of motor behavior, the eye that you can hardly control , how do we know about this? 
eye blink – brain: strong animal data, dopamine basal ganglia and eye blink (monkey) look at 
dopamine level, influence or predict eye blink, clear cut association, animals more release in 
basal ganglia, they blink more per minute, the more dopamine there, place where dopamine is 
released, if you have more of this there, you’ll blink more, apply pharmacological manipulation, 
facilitating dopamine, antagonist drug, inhibit dopamine, those drugs create effect, (orange, 

yellow bar), if you stop, anti-dopamine drug, blink less 

Gain access to 2 systems in brain (NOR or DOP) indirect, informative, (SLIDE grafieken) 

The more dopamine you have in the prefrontal cortex, the higher the rate at which you blink. The lower the 

dopamine level, the lower EBR (no event or S needed) 

EBR is selectively related to the ‘orange’ system. If too little dopamine is elicited or too much it’s not optimal. 

In between is the optimal condition. 

Try to measure change of EBR relative to specific baseline! 

Sort of causal relationship between dopamine and EBR! 

The more dopamine is released in the basal ganglia, the higher the EBR 

(A) 

Is easily to measure and count  
 

• Emotion effects but poor differentiation irrespective of 
which index you use We have a clear cut emotional effect 

Those numbers captures emotional effect (positive numbers) 
Those effects do not allow to discriminate emotion from one another 
Increase discrimination between two emotions, be able to make claims about emotions, we don’t see this, if you record HR 

or HRV, they are not specific to specific emotions 

 

HR changes the most with anger, but also with sadness, or we see 

HR change with fear, we can’t use HR to discriminate anger from 

disgust, very little to no effect, close to 0 

Cluster, they don’t separate one from the other, clustering is 

problematic if you want to discriminate 

If you want to make claims about emotions, you can’t use cardiac 
measures, respiration or electrodermal. HR changes with sadness, 
anger, we can’t use HR to differentiate anger from disgust. So all 
of these measures are rough measures reflecting valence or 
arousal, but they can’t differentiate  emotion, they lack specificity. 
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5.3 Central (CNS)  

• CNS vs ANS 

EEG findings (sampling data coming 
directly from the brain) 
 

EEG is recorded from the 
surface (scalp). 

A is a single electrode but 

different stimuli. 2 classes of 

effects 

-early on: almost similar in 

terms of latency for each 

stimulus presentation 

-later in time, is not aligned the S, not systematic. Differs across time. 

→ if we average: you get an evoked activity (ERP), then you don’t 

see the activity in green anymore. Because the green is not there at 

the same time 

A. Activity is not evoked, it goes away when you average, there is a 

way to look at it, it is induced (always there, not always on the same 

time) 

B. time locked, error, transform this wave, compute spectral content, how many oscillations we have in 

this wave, looks like we miss something that is there but not systematically time locked,  

D. first compute data in frequency domain, then we average, first transform, then apply average, we now 

see something we don’t see based on the evoked (induced) (not evoked, but yet elicited, jittering 

slightly??)  

E. we mostly see effect here at the induced level (??)  

We can transform the signal into time frequency domain. You want to abstract the dominant frequency. Then 

you see that the signal is composed of multiple frequencies. This means that the signal from the ERP can be 

summarized by oscillations in a in specific band at a specific time. Evoked gamma activity, so this ERP signal is 

really oscillating super-fast and therefore corresponding to a gamma activity. 

Every single trial, transform the activity at single trial level, to using this trick. You transform the single trial 

data into a time frequency plot and then you do this trial per trial, before you average. 

The 2 plots at the bottom are the same data. But one is averaged at the end and the other is averaged at 

every trial 

• Event Related Potential (ERP) 

 
Early effects are related to sensory effects. Later in time we have effects of cognition 

 
At which latency can we see emotional effects? 
If we look at the evoked, later components relate to cognitive 
processing, evidence that early effects are driven by low level features, 
relate to cognitive processing, where does emotion kick in? early/late?  
Where in time do we see a difference
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5.3.1 Evaluation  

• Early Posterior Negativity (EPN) & Late Positive Potential (LPP) 

early stage, there is a portion (EPN), usually increase activity in this time 
rage, later, after EPN second effect visible related to emotion= LPP, looks 
like emotions trigger a larger … (?) extract 2 effects, both reflect emotional 
processing, early effect would correspond to allocated (?) process low level 
property, allocate emotion to this event (?) LPP = elaboration, you regulate 
REMEMBER: there are 2 periods in time when we can detect emotions.  

2 of these waves captures emotional effects. 
EPN is sort of early attentional effect to the emotion. 

This increases when pp detect emotional stimuli 

Manifestation at scalp level 
Topography is different, stage where brain is sensitive to emotions 

LPP more related to the elaboration. When you assign a 

specific value to the S 

different experiments done (scenes, faces, bodily gestures, 

words) 

Systematic by the ERP is that each time you compare emotional 

with neutral, there’s a significant increase at the ERP level 

There’s also an systematic increase of LPP 

for emotional compared to neutral. Form of S does not 

matter! 

Lager EPN for death compared to door 

Brain process emotion in 2 cycles 

We see the same effect each time, more 

amplitude for emotional stimuli, a model, it 

does not matter (can be linguistic, gestural, 

facial..) our brain can evaluate early on 

emotional/ neutral stimuli, attention related, 

later stage you have also elaboration, what 

about regulation, can we change this activity, 

yes especially during elaboration, effect is not 

happening at EPN level, nut later when you 

elaborate on it, when you suppress or use distraction, effects are mostly visible during LPP, used as 

marker of emotion processing, but also as a marker of emotion regulation 
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5.3.2 Regulation  

• Late Positive Potential (LLP) 

LPP is also a marker for emotion regulation. LPP changes 

as an function of regulation. 

 
LPP is going to be the largest for emotional stimuli, but 

decreases when pp attend to regulate their emotions 

For each trial you see 2 stimuli 

letters that you have to remember 
emotional stimulus afterwards (try to regulate the emotional stimulus to 
remember the letters) 
 

on the screen some stimuli are shown (neutral or negative) show emotional 

stimuli or neutral stimuli, task (easy or difficult) difficult = distraction, load 

we look at brain activity time locked at this event (middle) 

time 0 means onset of the stimulus, 4 key conditions, high load, low load, stimulus neutral or negative 

EPN effect, main focus on later in time, huge difference between four conditions, amplitude is way larger low load, negative 

stimulus 

 

Low load neutral : same difficulty level --> activity is reduced, LPP sensitive to emotions, something emotional unlocks 

larger activity --> emotional effect modulated by load 

TWO MAIN EFFECTS 

Effect of emotion ➔ LPP is larger for emotional 

Effect of regulation: load: increasing load decreases this activity 

• Suppression 

RESULTS: 4 different 

conditions 2 main effects: 

- LPP activity is larger for emotional aversive 

stimuli compared to neutral 

- for each level there’s an reduction in the high load 

compared to the low load 

Distract the attention away from the emotional 

stimuli 

 

Left graph:  

-view emotional and do nothing = largest 
-view emotional S and try to suppress it= largest reduction 

-view emotional and you have a distraction (calculating) activity 
decreases 

 
LPP response decreases depending on the regulation strategy 

you use. 

-largest LPP: suppressing (except for doing nothing) 

-lower LPP for distraction 
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5.3.3 Control  

Induced effect: effects are not time locked to a specific event low 
oscillations in the bottom and high speed at the top Theta. activity is 
related to the frontal cortex 
 

Later in time 
Transform data from frequency domain, later look at induced activity 
Gamma band = fast oscillations  
Is there a signal specifically related to control --> theta 
Look at each single trial data (gamma too fast)   theta found every time 
when you encounter conflict, punishment, (SLIDE!!) novelty - conflict 
punishment - conflict – errors, transform this signal and look at spectrum, 
what drives this effect, get something that looks like middle row , each 
time theta activity boost, cognitive control (scalp level) 

 

Frontal midline theta (FMT) 

top row: ERP 

middle row: induced activity bottom row: topography 

we can also measure at the response level the conflict 

ERP are very different, but if you transform them in the time frequency domain. 

All have something similar now. Burst in the theta power. Not specific to 

stimulus or response. Seems to be there whenever something happens 

(punishment, novelty, conflict…)This means that somewhere in the brain there is 

a specific signal elicited every time you need impose 

control on a situation. 

General control stimulus 

Middle cingulate cortex (MCC) conflict detection, region 

is heavily connected to other regions, coordination between these systems (you also 

need motor control, memory, … working together to help you solve the challenge, 

look at induced activity, look at full loop, how much control is involved 

 

 

 
5.4 Conclusions  

1. Periphery (ANS) vs. Central (CNS) emotional effects 

2. Arousal/activation/effort is often measured at the periphery level (but a few exceptions 

though: facial EMG) 

3. HR and HRV are different; HRV related to flexibility/adaptability PZS 

4. Differentiation(ANS)is weak 

5. Tonic (e.g.anxiety) vs. Phasic effects (e.g.fear) considered 

6. Sometimes, link with specific neurotransmitter systems is possible (e.g.pupil/NEvs.SEBR/DA) 

7. Emotion information processing with visual ERPs 

8. Evaluation (EPN) vs. Regulation(LPP)   CZS 

9. Cognitive control (FMT) 
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Amygdala is important component of the limbic 

system deep in the brain. If you flip brain 

(image left) 

Next to the hippocampus, clearly distinct from each 

other in anatomical structure and activations 

It’s a Medio temporal 

cortex structure 

Clear bilateral structure 

Amygdala broadcasts emotional info A. 

Properties of the amygdala 6.1.1 

 

• Third level of analyses (implementation) 

Where in the brain can we found the interaction between cognition and emotion? 

• Amygdala vs hippocampus 

The amygdala is able to broadcast info to many other 

places in the brain (is unique for a brain structure) 

Amygdala can reach/ connect to structures that are 

far away from the amygdala 

 
The amygdala connect to the entire occipital cortex 

 

The amygdala can rely on this very long stretch (red) 

= inferior longitudinal fasciculus. This is a white matter tract connecting medio temporal regions 

(including the amygdala) to the visual cortex and amygdala can therefor influence visual 

processing. Superior longitudinal fasciculus connects frontal and parietal cortex (is important for 

attention) 

To some extend it looks like the amygdala can remotely change visual cortex activity by means of 

those connections. Specific regions of amygdala interact and influence specific regions of visual 

cortex in a finetuned and organized manner. So there is a topographical organization. Amygdala 

can achieve multimodeling processing cause this thing also exists for auditory, frontal cortex,…  

• Amygdala is old (phylogeny) and incudes several nuclei 

Amygdala of 3 species. 

Amygdala of the rat is really similar to the 

amygdala of a monkey, and the amygdala from 

the monkey is very similar to that from the human 

Amygdala is very old, is preserved across 

evolution 

This property is not random, amygdala has an 

important role in emotion processing 
 

The blue:  very complex anatomy of the amygdala 

Composed of many different nuclei. Multiple parts, who’re 

6.1 Introduction: amygdala 

Brain imaging of emotion 6. 

all responsible for different things 
Those nuclei can be differentiated based on the anatomic, we have found 13 different ones. We need to know 3 nuclei 
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• Ideal anatomy for S-R associations, and their modulation, you cannot measure this in human subjects with any 
neuroimaging technique 

1. Lateral nucleus: red 

2. Basal lateral nucleus: green (frontal cortex is connected to this and 
helps process the info) 

3. Central nucleus: blue 
Sensory info comes in via the lateral nucleus. The entry. From 

this point the info is going the basal lateral nucleus. Here’s a 

lot of competition going on, then you go to the central nucleus 

(the outdoor). This is the response level. From this point the 

amygdala can send info to other regions. Central nucleus is 

connected to many regions at the subcortical level at the 

spinal cord. 

An emotion is sort of like an episodes where an incoming S triggers a response, there’s an 

evaluation going on (specific value is attached to the S). this value leads to a specific value, 

response pattern, facial expression. Amygdala provides anatomy which is compatible with 

S-R association. 

There are 3 main components 

1. Signal that comes in 

2. Association between signal and value (info processing) 

3. Based on this evaluation, there’s a specific response 
 the amygdala by means of the anatomy, offers an architectural which is compatible with these 3 stages 
 amygdala offers an unique architecture for stimulus-response association!! This whole structure does not operate in a 
vacuum, t-d modulation is possible 
The green arrow represents influence from higher up cortical regions (prefrontal cortex) 

• Top-down regulation possible 

The amygdala is sort of a station that is really in the 

middle of the brain. If it was seated somewhere 

else, it wouldn’t work as well. Able to be top-down 

influenced by (pre)frontal cortical regions (emotion 

regulation, it can act before an emotion 

(reappraisal) or after). And the amygdala can 

change activity through the cortex, before 

regulation of emotion, amygdala is activated. Also 

activity in frontal regions. Amygdala is a hub, can 

be modulated by frontal cortex and can change 

other regions in the brain, really important for 

emotion and emotion regulation 

Those modulatory (of the emotional response) effects can be: 
anticipatory driven (emotion regulation, prior to emotion stimulus onset) 
consummatory (following emotion elicitation)  
Top-down: this modulation happens thanks to the basal lateral nucleus 
 

• Pavlovian conditioning 
 

 

a
s
s

ociations is no longer possible 
 
causal relationship between amygdala and Pavlovian condition 
To link 2 stimuli by means of emotion, you need the amygdala 
If you damage the amygdala (in animals) this making of, amygdala 
creates association between 2 S and R
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Amygdala only active in the association between CS and US. (assign a specific value to the US, 

which becomes the CS) 

3 phases(see picture)(conditioning = linking CS and 

US)(In extinction phase you unlearn that CS is not 

dangerous, but amygdala isn’t important for that). We 

expect that the amygdala is only needed in the second 

phase and create and emotional relation 
 

 

• Causal evidence for amygdala involvement 
in conditioning 

 
 

 
Amygdala involved in fear (aversive) 

If you remove the amygdala (the basal lateral 

nucleus) Half of the animals were basal 

lateral nuclei lesioned. 

Standard aversive protocol. Mouse confronted with 

CS+ (electric shock) 

When aversive conditioning takes place, we see that the animals 
freezes as emotional response.

The group without lesion shows freezing. (normal fear rection) 

For the lesioned animals: don’t show any freezing. No longer able to learn that the CS+ is aversive 
 

• First fMRI studies (1998) 

 
Lack of specificity, can’t identify if the activation is 

coming from the basal lateral, the lateral or the 

central nucleus from the amygdala. 

Resolution not good enough 
2 groups found the same effects, This supports  
That amygdala is activated during conditioning. 
The pp were not aware of CS US association (conditioning) So 
you don’t have to be aware for amygdala activation. 

When CS+ was compared to the CS-, the amygdala was activated during (fear) conditioning. 

Correspondence between animals and humans: the amygdala lights up during conditioning 

B.  Amygdala vs VMPFC  

study extinction. Animal needs to overwrite the 

memory trace that the CS+ is aversive. The CS is 

save again. Amygdala is not needed. 

Let your amygdala know that the S is no longer 

aversive. This is achieved by activation of the frontal medial cortex (really important for emotion 

regulation) You see this cortex lightning up at the extinction phase. (blue). The more extinction 

establishes, the higher the activation in the VMPFC. 
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VMPFC affects the basal lateral nucleus. 

During the acquisition phase, there’s no big 

difference between CS+ and CS-. But there’s a 

difference later in time, during extinction. To 

erase the memory lane that’s in the amygdala. 

The higher this frontal cortex activation, the better the 

extinction. We see that the sweating/subjective ratings are 

predicted by the activity in the frontal cortex. 

Amygdala creates associations, other regions are needed 

to alter/change these association
 

Correlation between activity in the VMPFC and extinction score. 

6.2 Affect program: amygdala as fear module  

Basic emotion theory(6 basic universal fast automatic emotions with 

specific motor activity): we assume that we have register with 

separate emotions. Each emotion is susceptible to activate a distinct, 

specific set of tendencies of the motor system. Each of the 7 basic 

emotions is related to a neuroanatomical networks says the theory. 

Key characteristics. 

Each emotion has a diagnostic, unique physiology. The basic 
emotion theory suggests that amygdala is maybe responsible 
for fear only. We know from animal data that fear conditioning 
activates the amygdala. 

 
 
 

 

• Subcortical fear processing model 

 

 
(Ekman says) Fear is primarily related to the amygdala. 

1 to 1 mapping between fear and amygdala activity 

 
This association does not have to rely on consciousness 

Fast, automatic manner 
 

Short cut to the amygdala, does not need to go through 

the ‘normal’ pathway. There is a short way where the amygdala is informed about the dangerous S. 
Amygdala than creates reaction chain. This shortcut goes 

Specific connection between the eye and superior colliculus, from superior colliculus to the 

thalamus to the amygdala. 

From the thalamus, there’s bypass whereby it can go directly to the amygdala, instead of going 

first to the visual cortex 

• Via superior colliculus (SC) and Pulvinar, to Amygdala 

THE NORMAL ROUTE (has been found) 

− Information on the retina, 

− then the info will go to the LGN (lateral geniculate nucleus)= thalamus 

− from the thalamus we go to the cortex V1  and then via others to → amygdala 
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SHORT CUT (dashed line) (not yet been found) 

− goes directly from the retina to the SC (superior colliculus) 

− From SC to pulvinar: nucleus of the thalamus (close by the LGN) 

 gain a lot of time 

BUT these connections are not so well established 

Lack very clear evidence! (still discission) 

• Patient: Urbach-Wiethe disease (Selective bilateral calcification (lesions) of the amygdala (innate), this creates 

(lesions in the amygdala)(SM has hard calcium where the amygdala should be)(also skin problem, wrinkles in the skins and deep voice)(rare condition)) 
damage in the amygdala, can’t process fear 

selectively 

Unable to recognize fearful expression on the face, 

but they can recognize all the other emotions 
 

 
• Amygdala is core in ‘Fear Module’ 

Patient SM can’t process fear. There’s no amygdala! 

 
Brain damage elsewhere 

 
Recognition accuracy : the higher the score, the 

better you are. See faces, pp has to tell which 

emotion they express 

Brain damage and healthy: same responses 

SM: drop in accuracy whereby the patient does not 

recognize fear, she doesn’t have amygdala so fear 

signal doesn’t come and is not processed
 

There’s also a drop in recognizing surprise. This emotion shares similarities with fear. 

 
This theory assumes that the amygdala acts like a fear 

module. (is in line with Ekman’s model) Amygdala in 

this model is selectively related to fear. It’s a fear 

module: quick, fast, no overlap with other emo,… 

When fear S is around, there is an automatic 

activation of the fear module (amygdala) that has 

automatic psychophysical and reflective response. So 

you can’t influence that part, you can influence parts 

that come after this. 

• Stimulus awareness not needed (backwards masking)(robust evidence)(effect only found for fear) 

We have a subcortical route that bypass the 

normal processing route. Then fMRI it should 

be possible to reveal amygdala activity, even 

though pp are not aware of the S 

Fearful/happy face for 30ms and then mask it 

with a neutral face 

We don’t see this effect for the happy face. 

Stimulus awareness is not needed for this amygdala activity. With shortcut awareness is not needed.
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• Face as a whole OR parts?  
The amygdala is sensitive for specific features in 

the face to make it possible to recognize fear 

 
For basic emotions, we don’t use the whole 

face, we use specific pieces of the face to 

recognize emotions 

 
For fear eyes are important! 

 

• Fearful eyes 
 

 

 
fearful eyes alone, are able to produce amygdala activity 

 
masked stimuli experiment, similar to 

the one mentioned before. 

 
Fearful eyes alone, masked activate the 

amygdala 

 
 
 

 
If you change the contrast, swap black and white. Then the condition is 

no longer a fearful S. So only white in the background of the eye gives 

this effect. These results agree with the basic emotion theory that the 

amygdala would be specific for fear emotion.
 

 

• Other emotions - Disgust  insula 

evidence: specific effects of disgust. That can’t be 

found for fear, happiness, sadness or surprise 

- anger  ventral striatum 

-happiness  mesolimbic striatum 

- sadness  rostral cingulate 

- But this model is too easy, you can find some specificity 
sometimes, but using a lot of data you can’t find the rest 
of the category’s 

 nice mapping between structure and emotion 

6.3 Constructivist: amygdala for arousal  

• Dimensions 

Trigger that connect to core effects (valence & 

arousal). This leads to specific emotions 

Is arousal or valence processed in the amygdala? This theory says 
that arousal and valence are processed in different brain regions 

This
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• Arousal vs valence?  

Fear is often accompanied by a lot of activation of arousal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Complex stimuli: pp has to vividly activate a specific memory trace (they see 
scenarios and need to imagine themselves in it, this to manipulate arousal 
and valence, you have pleasant and unpleasant ones and everything is 
measured by fMRI)  
This specific content was characterized with specific level of arousal and 
specific level of valence 
 

Having different combinations of them. So you can check arousal (high and 
low) irrespective of valence (pleasant and unpleasant), and the other way 
around. 

• Arousal= amygdala 

 
RESULTS: amygdala was responsive to 

arousal irrespective of valence. It only 

cares If it’s high or low arousing. 

 
Whenever the vignette includes arousal 

(high) compared to low arousal, the 

amygdala lights up 

 
 

 
Valence= orbitofrontal cortex  

where in the brain do we see the valence effect. 

Prefrontal cortex. This region lights up for valence 

irrespective of the level of arousal. 

Increase for pleasant 
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• No amygdala, no AB for arousing stimuli  
attentional blink task. 

Ask in the sequence to detect target (the 

green color words) 

If you have 2 targets and they follow 

rapidly, pp is going to have problems 

addressing the second target 

Attention is going to be allocated to the 

first target and this takes time, the 

longer the gab, the smaller the AB 
 

If we show arousal stimuli in this task, we 

see that we can overcome the AB 

Bottom-right: also test pp with amygdala damage. (blue) Patients show normal blink effect that is 

not modulated by emotions. Blink for them is not changed by arousal, they don’t overcome it 

with emotion. Arousal related effect is missing that changes attention cause amygdala is 

damaged 

 amygdala responsible for arousal detection 

6.4 Appraisal: amygdala as relevance detector  

following the S, there’s a specific 

appraisal 
 

 
 

 
• Appraisal 

After the appraisal, action 

tendencies will happen and 

physical response… 

 
 

 
Sequence of cognitive process 

going on. 

-Trigger is followed by relevant 

detection (first stage). Whether 

the S is relevant or not (novel, 

pleasant, related to the goal) 

- implication check (second 

stage). Has the S implications 

for me as human being. For 

my goal or not 

-Assess if you want to cope 

(stage 3) with the S or not 

- significance (stage 4): does it compete with 
you goals/standards? 

 

The first step is the most important for today. Deciding if the stimulus is relevant or not. 
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• Spontaneous evaluation (you don’t give info beforehand) 

infinfobeforehad) 
 

one class of effects that could be 

interpretated using this model is the 

variability in the way pp assign value to the S. 

 
Show ambiguous S to the pp and let them 

rate the pleasantness of the S in the scanner 
 

Large variability in the rates. The amygdala is 

strongly correlated between the amount of 

negative valence you extract from the face and increase in brain activity. 
Some of the interindividual variability is captured by the amygdala. PP who activate their 

amygdala a lot, are the ones that that judge the face as negative. 

• Contextualization 

Rating can be predicted based on the contextualized (give context with faces) 
Surprised face 

-‘I just was my BF win the race!’ 

- ‘I just saw my BF get hit by a car’  Then the pp will rate the face negative 

 we can bias the evaluation depending on contextualized cues (Ekman would say amygdala would 
always activate for that face, that context wouldn’t have influence)  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Specific value you assign to emotion is specific to everyone. Amygdala only active for the 
negative context condition 

Real value assignment effect: when you let the pp read the sentence without 

the face, you don’t find the activity. Value is determined by context cues 
 
 
 

• No amygdala (patient SM), no use of eye info 

 
Maybe the problems is not fear as 

such is not recognized, they don’t 

pay attention to the typical features 

of fear in the face 

The higher the contrast in the eye 

(the wider your eyes are open), the 

more it indicates for fear 
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SM is not using the eye-region in the face . Huge difference at the eye-level between healthy pp 

and SM. 

eye-tracking. 

Right is the eye pattern from SM 

 
You clearly see a big difference. 

SM does not gaze at the eye-region of the face. This is 

problematic. 

 
The amount of time pp gaze at the eye-region. SM is 

unable to explore the eye-region 

Patient uses the wrong strategy for emotion recognition 
 
 

 
It should be possible to undo this. Force the patient to look at the eye- 

region. “selectively go with your eyes to the eyes and tell me which 

emotion you think you see” 

 
Huge difference in looking at the face freely (black) and with the 

instructions (grey) 
 
 
 
 

This aligns with the idea we don’t have fear module. If we have a fear module, then irrespective 

of the instructions, the pp would not be able to recognize fear. But when giving instructions to look at the 
eyes, they can recognize fear. 

Compatible with appraisal theory: this theory assumes that what the amygdala does is to 

process relevance. The patient has no amygdala anymore, and the relevance of move to the eyes 

is gone. So amygdala is a relevance detector, is sensitive to relevance. 

6.5 Conclusions  

1. Amygdala is “special” (location, structure, and function) 
2. Is undoubtedly involved in emotional(visual) processing 
3. Depending on the theory put forward, is involved in: 

− fear(Module) 

− arousal(Dimensie) 
− relevance(Appraisal) 

4. Hence, no simple or direct mapping between structure and psychological/emotional process 
5. Need for network analyses where amygdala is just one unit, besides many other ones(want to 

learn more about that 
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General Conclusions 

*Emotion is an appraisal of the situation or event (elicitation): it is based on a 

“data base look-up”, core affect/dimensions (arousal and valence), or relevance. 

*This appraisal can influence cognition, and these effects can be revealed using 

specific tasks or experimental paradigms in psychology: 

*attention (priority map influenced) 

*cognitive control (conflict is aversive and effort + reward needed to 

process it) 

*performance/error monitoring (changes of the feedback loop) 

*We can “reversely” use cognition to alter this appraisal (i.e. regulation), by 

means of attention (distraction), reappraisal, distancing or suppression. 

*At the physiological level, we can use specific markers to explore this appraisal 

and how cognition can change it. This can be achieved at the peripheral 

(cardiac, facial, ocular or electrodermal) or central (EEG or imaging) level. 

Outstanding question: are cognition and emotion separate entities during 

information processing, or instead two sides of the same coin? 
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